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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Prior to 1973, the time of the breakdown of the Bretton Woods System, 

most countries, including the less developed countries (LDCs), adopted a 

fixed exchange rate regime. Under the Bretton Woods System, pegging to any 

currency meant having a fixed parity with all other currencies. Since 1973, 

each country has been free to choose the exchange rate arrangement that 

best met its goals. 

It is widely agreed among economists that free floating of the currency is 

either infeasible or undesirable for most developing countries [See, for 

example, Diaz-Aiejandro (1975), Black (1976), Crockett and Nsouli (1977), 

Lipschitz (1978), Bird (1979), and Williamson (1982}]. The reasons for such 

wide agreement are due to the characteristics of the less developed countries 

in general. For instance, these countries cannot influence their terms of trade 

significantly. That is because they are small countries and, by definition, they 

are price takers in the world markets. Second, they have an inelastic demand 

for imports and inelastic supply of exports in the short run. Third, they have a 

high degree of openness. The degree of openness influences the cost of 

adjustment to external shocks. Therefore, by choosing a fixed exchange rate, 

it will be much less expensive for those countries to adjust the entire domestic 

economy to an external shock1. Fourth, their trade is highly concentrated with 

Heller, (1978) 

1 
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one or a few partners. Thus, economic shocks in the trade partner(s) will be 

transmitted, to a large extent, to these countries. Thus, it is recommended that 

a small country should peg its currency to the currency of its major trading 

partner(s). This will ensure domestic price stability for a large part of its trade2. 

Fifth, their capital markets are rudimentary and, therefore, have a low degree 

of international financial integration. Hence, we expect those countries to 
I 

choose fixed exchange rates in order to isolate the impact of the international 

capital movements on the predetermined targets of monetary policy3. 

With these facts in mind, an exchange rate system based on pegging, or 

some form of limited flexibility, would appear to be the most feasible policy for 

developing countries. The crucial issue is whether a developing country 

should peg its currency to another single currency or alternatively choose a 

basket peg. One example of a basket is the Special Drawing Rights (SDR). 

Currencies in a basket are usually weighted by imports, exports, or total trade. 

The weights of the currencies included in the SDR unit are determined by the 

International Monetary Fund (IMF). 

Theoretically, the choice of an appropriate exchange rate regime for a 

country depends on the economic situation of that country. Since countries 

differ in their economic situations, we should not expect any one exchange 

rate regime to be appropriate for all of them at any one time. 

As any other developing country, Saudi Arabia is characterized by a high 

degree of openness which can be defined as the ratio of imports to Gross 

Domestic Product (GOP). Therefore, its foreign trade and transactions play an 

essential and noticeable role in the economy. On the one hand, Saudi Arabia 

2 B1rd, (1979) 
3 Heller, (1978) 
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is a large oil-exporting country, the largest in the world. For instance, in 1984 

and 1985 exports totalled 129,794 and 99,536 million Saudi Riyals (S.R.), 

respectively. On the other hand, the country imports a very large proportion of 

its consumption needs (including machinery, medicine, cloth, and food) from 

the rest of the world. Again for 1984 and 1985, the imports of Saudi Arabia 

were 118,736 and 85,564 million S.R., respectively. 

Developing economies, in general, are characterized by underdeveloped 

financial markets where interest rates are fixed by institutions and foreign 

exchange is highly controlled. For the oil-exporting economies, in particular, 

one might add that the trade balance plays a key role in the balance of 

payments. This means that these economies are connected to the world 

economy via international trade rather than via international capital 

movements. So, in this study, we will focus on the trade balance as 

representative of the balance of payments. 

One of the most important macroeconomic variables, thought to be 

influenced by the choice of the exchange rate arrangements, is a country's 

trade balance. During 1970-1974, the Saudi Arabian economy experienced a 

continuous increase in its trade surplus which reached its peak of 116.59 

billions Saudi Riyals in the year 1974. This surplus showed some fluctuations 

until the year 1979 when it started to increase rapidly and reached its new 

peak of 286.18 billions of Saudi Riyals in the year 1981. Beginning in 1982, 

the serious problem of falling prices of oil began. The trade balance surplus 

continued to decrease until it reached the lowest level of 3.60 billions Saudi 

Riyals in 1986. 
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Since the export of oil is priced in U.S. dollars, it may be natural for Saudi 

· Arabia to peg its currency to the dollar. Following th'e Bretton Woods system 

Saudi Arabia continued to peg to the dollar until the mid-70's when the dollar 

became weak in the foreign exchange markets. At that time, Saudi Arabia 

switched its peg from the dollar to the SDR basket, which allows for some 

relative fluctuations among the exchange rates of the major currencies in the 

world. Thus, there was a change in the exchange rate regime in an attempt to 
t 

I! 1 tt. .f.._ (f ~ !f~ '~ih~ ~·~ .~f t t~--i.:: l1 r ~iC\, c·r- f ;::...- l '1-' ()\.J L,~ ' stabilize the effective exchange rate. ":1 ~-/' 
.;:_____ ' c\ '2 ~ '. \, 

Objectives of the Study 

A number of studies have been conducted on the impact of the currency 

peg upon some macroeconomic variables. These studies include those by 

Black (1976), Crockett and Nsouli (1977), Lipschitz (1979), Flanders and 

Helpman (1979), Branson and Katseli-Papaefstratiou (1980), Lipschitz and 

Sundararajan (1980), Connolly (1982, 1983), and Melvin (1985). 

All the studies mentioned above, aimed at selecting a peg to stabilize a 

particular variable. One may question the emphasis on the stability. 

Williamson (1982) in his "Survey of the Literature on the Optimal Peg" 

answered this question as follows: 

. . . movements between third currencies are regarded as 

disturbances that threaten to alter an exchange rate that has 

presumptively been set at an optimum level. Picking a peg is then 

viewed as the problem of minimizing the instability imposed by 

movements between third currencies that are noise as far as the 

domestic economy is concerned. 
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The objective of this study is to minimize the effect of third-country 

exchange rate fluctuations on the trade balance of Saudi Arabia. My aim is to 

stabilize the variance of the trade balance of the Saudi Arabian economy 

subject to the choice of exchange rate regime. Stabilization will be 

represented by the lowest variance of the trade balance. 

The reasons for choosing the stability of the trade balance are twofold. 

First is the relative importance of the foreign trade sector to the Saudi Arabian 

economy. Second, there are a lot of fluctuations in the price of exports and 

imports (especially the price of oil). As known, movements in any exchange 

rate in a world of floating exchange rates will influence trade prices of all 

countries. 

To accomplish this goal, a simple model representing the trade balance 

of the Saudi Arabian economy will be used. This model will include both the 

world demand of the Saudi exports and the Saudi import demand from the rest 

of the world. This model will also show the relative importance of the 

exchange rate in the foreign sector of the Saudi economy. The exchange rate 

will be one of the explanatory variables in the export and import equations. 

More details will be given in chapter IV. 

Plan of Study 

This study is divided into five chapters. Chapter I gives a brief 

introduction about the subject and, then discusses the objectives of this study. 

Chapter II describes the economy of Saudi Arabia. This description includes 

both the oil and non-oil sectors. In addition, it provides a historical background 
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about the exchange rate in Saudi Arabia. In particular, it focuses on the switch 

from the dollar to the SDR pegs and the reasons behind that. 

Chapter Ill presents a literature review of most of the studies conducted in 

this subject. The main differences between fixed and flexible exchange rate 

are highlighted and the feasibility of adopting a fixed exchange rate by a less 

developed country is discussed. Moreover, the different kinds of exchange 

rate regimes available for a less developed country is presented. 

Furthermore, the optimal peg issue was discussed by many studies. Those 

studies will be reviewed and critically discussed. 

Chapter IV describes the models used in this study. Then, the empirical 

results of this study is presented and analyzed. This chapter, also, describes 

the simulation of the model and provides its results on both aggregate and 

disaggregate levels. 

Finally, Chapter V summarizes the main findings of this study for the 

estimation and simulation parts. Some policy implications and 

recommendations are included in this chapter. 



CHAPTER II 

THE ECONOMY OF SAUDI ARABIA 

Introduction 

It is well known that Saudi Arabia is the world's largest oil exporter. For 

instance, in 1988, Saudi Arabia contributed more than 25 per cent of total world 

oil production and more than 70 per cent of total OPEC production1. Moreover, 

Saudi Arabia possesses the world's largest reserves of oil. Third, Saudi 

Arabia's economic aid is considered to be one of the highest proportions, in 

terms of GNP, paid by any donor country. 

Saudi Arabia's economy is dominated by oil. Of course, this dependence 

of the Saudi Arabian economy on oil revenues implies a long-run risk. This risk 

has become evident, especially, after the fall of oil prices in recent years. 

Therefore, Saudi Arabia planners have continuously emphasized the country's 

need for reducing its overwhelming dependency on oil revenues. This means 

that new policies which will lead to a more diversified economy must be 

adopted. The cornerstone of these new policies is to give increasing priority to 

the expansion of the non-oil sectors of the economy such as manufacturing 

industry, non-fuel minerals, and agriculture. 

SAMA Annual Report, (1989) 

7 
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The Saudi Arabian economy's history can be divided into four distinct 

periods or phases2 . The first phase covered the period from 1932 (the 

unification of the country) to 1960 (the conclusion of the stabilization 

programme). Oil was discovered during this phase. It was the longest but the 

most difficult and challenging phase because of the economic backwardness of 

the country at that time. Some of the achievements of this phase were: the 

establishment of government machinery, the beginning of the foundations for 

education, health and welfare. The Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency (SAMA) 

was established in 1952 to carry out a strong monetary system and sound fiscal 

policy. During this period, government revenues increased from an estimated 

$7 million in 1938 to $351 million in 1960; a compounded annual rate of growth 

of about 20 percent. 

The second phase covered the period from 1962 to 1972/73; prior to the 

first oil boom. During this period, it was announced that the Riyal would be a 

fully convertible currency. Although the First Development Plan did not start 

before 1970, this phase can be characterized by steady build up of the 

infrastructure. The educational, social, and economic development emphasized 

from the early stages of this phase. In order to promote diversification, 

agricultural and industrial development was promoted by providing facilities and 

incentives. Again, government revenues increased during this period to $3.9 

billion; a compounded annual rate of growth of around 19 percent. 

The third phase covered the period from 1973/74 to 1981/82, the second 

oil boom. That oil price boom yielded a huge amount of revenue which, in turn, 

provided the country with the resources needed for its development programs. 

2 SAMA, Annual Report, 1403 (1983), p. 1 
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A vast infrastructure was begun immediately. The early years of this phase 

were very difficult for the Saudi economy because of problems associated with 

bottlenecks. Government revenues continued to increase reaching their peak of 

$107.8 billion in 1980/81 a compounded annual rate of growth of nearly 42 

percent. At the end of this phase, the economy was transformed from a 

subsistence economy to a resource-rich rapidly growing economy. 

Finally, the fourth phase begun in 1982/83 with the decline in oil income 

as a result of the continued decrease in oil prices. This was the major cause of 

the economy's declining oil revenues and consequently led to lower levels of 

government spending. Fortunately, this decline in oil income came at a time 

when Saudi Arabia had almost finished building a respectable infrastructure. 

During this phase, education and health are strongly supported. At the same 

time, infrastructure will not be emphasized as much as before. Encouraged by 

the government, the private sector is expected to play a leading role and 

replace the public sector as the main source of economic growth. 

This chapter will be divided into two major sections. In the first section, I 

will provide a description of the Saudi economy by discussing the two main 

sectors of this economy (namely oil and non-oil sectors.) In the non-oil sector, I 

will discuss the agricultural, industrial, manufacturing and foreign trade sectors. 

Description of the Saudi Arabian Economy 

One of the main features of the Saudi economy is its dependence on 

government expenditures. The Saudi economy can be divided into two major 

sectors. Those sectors are the oil sector and the non-oil sector. The non-oil 

sector include agriculture, industry, manufacturing, and services. 
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The Oil Sector 

Oil was discovered in commercial quantities in March of 1938, but large

scale development did not take place until World War 11. Table 2.1 

demonstrates the total and the average daily production as well as the total 

revenues from oil in Saudi Arabia during the period from 1968 to 1986. 

Being the owner of the largest crude oil reserve in the world (almost 25 

percent of total known reserves of crude oil in the world) gives Saudi Arabia a 

special role in the world economy. Until the year 1981, Saudi Arabia was the 

world's second largest producer of oil after the Soviet Union, with an average 

daily production of 9.9 million barrels per day in 1980. Starting from the year 

1982, the average daily production declined so Saudi Arabia is the third largest 

producer of oil in the world after the Soviet Union and the United States of 

America. Table 2.2 shows the distribution of the world crude oil production for 

the years from 1978 up to 1986. 

The government is the sole owner of oil in Saudi Arabia. Thus, any 

increase either in production or in prices will result in higher government oil 

revenues, demonstrated clearly in Table 2.2. For instance, the oil revenue in 

1973 was 4.34 billion dollars. As a result of the price increase, it became 22.57 

billion dollars in 1974 and reached its highest level of 101.81 billion dollars in 

1981. 

Until the end of World War II, and even after, oil has been the source of 

revenues for both the private and public sectors. But, it is of interest to note that 

the oil sector is not an important source of employment. The reason is the 

nature of the oil industry itself which is a capital-intensive industry. Thus, the oil 
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TABLE 2.1 

CRUDE OIL PRODUCTION AND OIL REVENUE 

Totala Average Dailyb Totalc 
Year Production Production Revenue 

1968 1,113.7 3.04 926.4 

1969 1,173.9 3.21 949.2 

1970 1,386.7 3.79 1,214.0 

1971 1,740.6 4.76 1,884.9 

1972 2,202.0 6.01 2,744.6 

1973 2,772.6 7.59 4,340.1 

1974 3,095.1 8.47 22,573.5 

1975 2,582.5 7.07 25,676.2 

1976 3,139.3 8.57 30,754.9 

1977 3,358.0 9.20 36,540.1 

1978 3,038.0 8.32 32,233.8 

1979 3,479.2 9.53 48,435.2 

1980 3,623.8 9.90 84,466.4 

1981 3,579.9 9.81 101,813.0 

1982 2,366.4 6.48 70,478.6 

1983 1,656.9 4.54 37,351.6 

1984 1,492.9 4.08 31,470.3 

1985 1 '158.8 3.17 18,322.9 

1986 1,746.2 4.78 13,554.8 

a Million barrels 
b Million barrels. 
c Million U.S. Dollars 

Source. SAMA Annual Report, different issues. 



TABLE 2.2 

WORLD CRUDE OIL PRODUCTION (THOUSAND BARRELS PER DAY) 

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 

World Total 60,335 62,812 59,670 56,028 53,751 52,777 58,105 57,620 60,190 

Total OPEC 29,898 30,825 26,841 22,599 19,004 16,989 18,470 17,215 19,440 

Total Non-OPEC 30,437 31,987 32,829 33,429 34,747 35,788 39,635 40,405 40,750 

Saudi Arabia 8,292 9,535 9,900 9,808 6,483 4,539 4,080 3,170 4,780 

USSR 11,428 11,703 12,010 12,176 12,251 12,225 12,450 12,150 12,515 

U.S.A. 8,680 8,544 8,569 8,555 8,660 8,656 10,505 10,545 10,235 

China 1,917 2,155 2,119 2,022 2,040 2,121 2,300 2,515 2,630 

Canada 1,324 1,496 1,412 1,226 1,268 1,344 1,645 1,815 1,795 

Mexico 1,207 1,461 1,936 2,312 2,746 2,665 3,015 3,015 2,745 

U.K. 1,082 1,568 1,619 1,800 2,100 2,300 2,580 2,655 2,665 

Source: SAMA Annual Report, different issues. __._ 
1\) 
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industry in Saudi Arabia employs a very small portion of the labor force of the 

country and uses the most advanced technology available for the industry. In 

fact, the oil sector employs no more than 1.6 percent of the labor force in both 

Third and Fourth Development Plans3. 

The Non-Oil Sector 

The Saudi economy is developing a growing non-oil sector. Also, the 

sharp decline in the output of the oil sector in 1982, the relative share of the 

non-oil sector, has increased. Therefore, between 1970 and 1982, the share of 

the non-oil sector increased from 44 percent to 58 percent GOP. Between 1982 ~·' f 1· 
to 1985, the same share went up from 58 percent to 75 percent. 

In this section, we will concentrate on the agriculture, industry, 

manufacturing, and services sectors. 

Agriculture. Agricultural production in Saudi Arabia includes nomadic 

agriculture, settled farming, fishing, range resources and forestry. The 

agricultural sector is an important one in Saudi Arabia's development process. 

In fact it is regarded by the policy makers as integral part of economic 

diversification policy which aims to reduce the long-term dependence of the 

economy on oil. 

Agriculture has benefited from the increased oil revenues in expanded 

markets, cost reduction in transformation, and to take advantage of modern 

inputs such as improved seeds, machinery, fertilizers, and so on. 

3 Ministry of Planning, The Fourth Development Plan (Riyadh, Ministry of Planning, 1985), p. 86 

' ~ \ 
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Among the productive sectors in the Saudi economy, the agricultural 

sector is contributing significantly to the non-oil GOP. The rate of growth of this 

sector increased from 13 percent in 1986 to 14 percent in 1987. This yielded to 

a jump in the agricultural sectors' share of non-oil GOP from about 3 percent in 

1982 to 10.7 percent in 1987. We can also observe the increasing importance 

of the agricultural sector by looking at Table 2.3. For example, the percentage 

share of that sector in the overall GOP was 3.3 percent in 1981. In 1986, the 

corresponding share was 6.8 percent. 

This expansion of the agricultural sector is due to utilizing modern 

techniques, the transformation from small family-farming to large-scale 

commercial farming which uses modern means of production, and the 

noticeable government support to this sector which includes a system of 

subsidies for agricultural inputs and outputs, development of infrastructure, 

particularly agricultural roads and drainage system, and interest-free loans 

provided by the Saudi Agricultural Bank (See Table 2.4). 

Some of the constraints on agricultural development in Saudi Arabia are 

the diverse climate conditions, scarcity of water, limited supplies of cultivable 

land, and labor force shortage. For example, agriculture in Saudi Arabia 

depends on groundwater because the country has no lakes, rivers or streams 

and there is not enough rain. Furthermore, the agricultural sector yields low 

income and has slow recovery of investment compared to the other sectors 

which makes people reluctant to invest in agriculture. 

Employment in the agricultural sector is expected to grow by 7.4 percent 

during the Fourth Development Plan which covers the period 1985-1990. For 

example, in 1985 employment in the agricultural sector was 617.4 thousand 



Year 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

1986 

TABLE 2.3 

AGRICULTURAL OUTPUT AND ITS SHARE IN GOP 
AND RATE OF GROWTHa 

Agricultural Output % Share in GOP %Rate of Growth 

984.1 5.7 

1 ,017.8 5.1 3.4 

1,050.1 4.6 3.1 

1,088.7 4.0 3.7 

1,129.6 3.6 3.8 

1 '174.1 3.7 3.9 

1 ,221.0 3.5 4.0 

1,282.0 3.2 4.9 

1,483.0 3.5 15.6 

1,550.0 3.5 4.5 

1,639.0 3.3 5.7 

1,735.0 3.3 5.8 

1,835.0 3.4 5.7 

2,023.0 4.2 10.3 

2,286.0 4.7 13.0 

2,583.0 5.7 13.0 

2,919.0 6.8 13.0 

15 

a Millions of Saudi Riyals at constant prices of 1970. 

Source: Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency (SAMA), Annual Report, different 
issues. 



TABLE 2.4 

LOANS GRANTED BY THE SAUDI AGRICULTURAL BANK 

Year 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

1986 

a Thousands of Riyals. 

Number of Loans 

4,356 

4,381 

3,865 

4,477 

5,414 

16,251 

19,702 

21,377 

20,298 

23,758 

19,782 

45,128 

37,446 

38,886 

23,884 

14,746 

9,209 

Value of Loansa 

16,134 

16,627 

16,558 

19,593 

36,304 

145,505 

269,433 

489,838 

585,668 

709,072 

1,128,686 

2,530,866 

2,932,902 

4,166,000 

3,496,000 

2,332,000 

1,551,000 

16 

Source: Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency (SAMA), Annual Report, different 
issues. 
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and it is expected to be 663.0 thousand in 1990. Therefore, employment in the 

agricultural sector was 13.9 percent in 1985 and is expected to be 15.7 percent 

of the whole civilian employment by 19904. 

Industry. Saudi Arabia can not be classified as an industrial country. 

Industry in Saudi Arabia includes petroleum refining, steel production, and other 

industries that require large amounts of capital equipment to start production. 

The industrial sector is one of the most critical sectors in the Third and 

Fourth Development Plans of Saudi Arabia. Thus, it has been assigned a 

considerable role in the realization of economic diversification and other growth 

targets of the development plans. The basic goal of Saudi industrialization is to 

foster the diversification of the economic base to achieve greater economic self

sufficiency and protection from external supply problems, and to benefit from 

domestic manufacturing activiti~ss. 

The industrial sector in Saudi Arabia is still small relative to the other 

sectors. The government intends to undertake capital-intensive, long-term 

projects to develop only those industries in which it is most likely to have 

comparative advantages in the long-run. Therefore, two huge industrial 

complexes have been established in the cities of Jubail on the east province 

and Yanbu on the west province to be the cornerstone of the Saudi 

industrialization program. Those two complexes are to develop large-scale, 

hydrocarbon-based and energy-intensive industries such as petrochemicals, 

fertilizers, and iron and steel that can effectively utilize the huge supply of crude 

oil and its products. 

4 Ministry of Planning, The Fourth Development Plan (Riyadh, Ministry of Planning, 1985), p. 86 

5 El Mallakh and El Mallakh, (1982) 
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Manufacturing. Saudi Arabia's long-term future cannot depend on oil 

because it is nonrenewable resources. A fact understood by the government. 

Between 1975 and 1980, the contribution of the manufacturing sector had 

doubled from SR 3,303.4 million to SR 6,753.3 million. During that period, the 

annual average rate of the manufacturing sector's contribution was nearly 5 

percent of the non-oil GOP. 

There are many manufacturing industries and hydrocarbon and cement 

plants are considered to be the largest two operations. Other manufacturing 

plants produce fertilizers, steel, copper wires, and cables. In the private sector, 

there are processing of foodstuffs, textiles, wood and paper. 

Saudi Arabia is developing both hydrocarbon and non-hydrocarbon 

industries. The rationale for hydrocarbon-based industries, is to benefit from 

and make use of the abundant reserves of oil and gas as feedstock and energy. 

For non-hydrocarbon industries, it is necessary to have a wide industrial base 

by producing those kinds of commodities that the country is importing in large 

amounts such as food, chemical, metallic and non-metallic products. 

Industrial sector development in Saudi Arabia faces some obstacles. 

Among them are the lack of technical and skilled manpower, the lack of 

technological and management know-how, and the relu_9_~_~ce .. .<?UD~~~!2.rs_~"~"~ / J 

businessmen to invest in this sector because they look after quick deals that 

give a quick profit. This quick profit will not be provided by Industries. 

Furthermore, one might add the lack of water as a major constraint in the 

industrialization of Saudi Arabia. Water availability in the long-run depends on 

the desalination process. 
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Finally, there is some dispute about the contribution of industries based on 

oil to the diversification of the sources of the Saudi income, and their ability to 

provide an alternative to the oil sector when it is depleted since these industries 

depends themselves on oil and natural gas. According to Dr. Farouk Akhdar, a 

Saudi economist and businessman, Saudi Arabia is pursuing these kinds of 

industries for three reasons. First, it is well known that the Saudi oil resources 

will not be effectively depleted before at least three generations. Second, these 

kinds of industries will help to create a new class of trained Saudi managers, 

entrepreneurs, and technicians who can be easily transferred to the other 

economic sectors as oil becomes less important. Third, these new industries 

will provide a wide range of ancillary industries and fabricating facilities to 

Jubail and Yanbu and will create new "growth poles" in the eastern and western 

provinces which will help to disperse economic activity regionallys. 

In order to provide financial support to the industrial sector, the Industrial 

Development Fund was established in 1974. This fund is established mainly to 

help finance new industrial projects undertaken by the private sector. The fund 

gives long-term loans with no interest which may cover up to 50 percent of the 

capital required for a project. 

The Foreign Trade Sector. The Saudi Arabian economy can be 

characterized by its high degree of openness. International trade is the 

backbone of the economy and the oil sector plays a crucial role in terms of its 

contribution to the country's GOP, government revenues, and foreign exchange. 

Saudi Arabia is the world's leading exporter of crude oil. 

6 El Mallakh and El Mallakh (1982). 
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The Saudi economy depends heavily on both exports and imports. This 

importance can be observed by looking at Table 2.5 which shows the proportion 

of imports and exports as well as the total trade to GOP for the period 1973-

1986. 

We can also demonstrate the importance of exports and imports in Saudi 

Arabia through Figure 1. This figure demonstrates total exports and imports of 

Saudi Arabia during the period 1979-1986 in billions of Saudi Riyals. Exports 

begun at a low level of 9.12 billions of Rls, and imports totaled 3.20 billions of 

Rls in the same year, 1970. Exports reached a peak of 405.48 billions of Rls in 
~ 

1981 and imports reached its highest level of 139.34 billions of Rls in. It is easy 

to see from that figure that Saudi Arabia had its highest trade (exports minus 

imports) surplus ever of Rls 286.18 billions in. 

Since this study concentrates on the five major economies (United States, 

Japan, West Germany, France, and The United Kingdom) for constructing the 

effective exchange rates of Saudi Arabia in Chapter Ill, we investigate Saudi 

trade with these five countries. On the import side, the highest portion of Saudi 

imports (until 1983) came from the United States. Specifically, in 1982, Saudi 

Arabia imports from the United States totalled Rls 29,193 millions. For the years 

1984 and 1985, Japan was the leading exporter of Saudi Arabia. The United 
' 

States gained back that position in 1986. On average the least important 

exporter to Saudi Arabia was France. Table 2.6 and Figure 2 demonstrate 

these trends in more details. 

On the export side, Japan was the most important destination of Saudi 

exports which consisted extensively of oil. Saudi Arabian exports to Japan 

increased from the beginning of this period to reach its highest level of Rls 

69,542 millions in 1981. The United States is second place, following the same 



Year 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

1986 

Source: 

TABLE 2.5 

THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF THE FOREIGN SECTOR IN 
SAUDI ARABIA (BILLIONS OF S.R.) 

GOP M X M/GDP X/GOP 
M+X 
GOP 

% 0/o % 

40.55 7.31 28.92 18 71 89 

99.32 10.15 126.74 10 128 138 

139.60 14.82 104.47 11 75 86 

164.53 30.69 136.34 19 83 102 

205.06 51.66 158.81 25 78 103 

223.75 69.18 138.24 31 62 93 

248.41 82.22 213.18 33 86 119 

385.81 100.35 362.89 26 94 120 

520.59 119.30 404.44 23 78 101 

524.72 "139.34 271.09 27 52 79 

415.23 135.42 158.44 33 38 71 

372.02 118.74 132.30 32 36 68 

326.84 85.56 99.54 26 31 57 

378.66 70.78 74.38 19 20 39 

International Financial Statistics, Year Book, 1988, pp. 612-3. 
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Figure 1: Exports and Imports of Saudi Arabia (Billions of Saudi Riyals). 
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Year 

1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 

TABLE 2.6 

IMPORTS FROM MAJOR PARTNERS 
(IN MILLIONS OF SAUDI RIYALS) 

Mus Mj Mg Mf 

343 141 101 28 
469 189 145 32 
680 260 181 53 
752 367 211 1 1 1 
837 275 231 82 
519 173 180 73 
621 347 266 122 
567 315 315 90 
615 413 287 81 
916 676 294 108 

1,440 1,133 458 156 
1,735 1,616 612 18 
2,538 2,267 1,017 332 
5,739 3,731 2,538 821 
9,621 5,981 4,320 1,728 

14,434 10,659 7,467 2,668 
15,581 13,021 9,024 3,754 
20,086 17,992 9,112 5,440 
25,567 21,825 11,395 6,843 
29,193 26,658 15,310 7,451 
26,735 26,367 13,471 7,232 
20,655 23,568 9,861 9,252 
14,529 16,221 7,192 4,359 
12,352 11 '131 5,747 3,990 

Source: SAMA, Annual Report, various issues. 

~: 
Mus: imports from the United States 
MJ: imports from Japan 
Mg: imports from W. Germany 
Mt: imports from France 
Muk: imports from the United Kingdom 
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Muk 

135 
192 
177 
290 
221 
146 
302 
230 
328 
344 
466 
491 

1,147 
1,815 
3,182 
5,093 
5,841 
6,504 
7,407 
9,166 
8,376 
6,898 
5,280 
5,151 
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Figure 2: Saudi Imports From Major Partners. 
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pattern with a peak of Rls 55,866 millions in 1980. This comparison can be 

illustrated and observed from Table 2. 7 and Figure 3 in more detail. From these 

statistics, we can observe the importance of the United States and Japan as the 

two major trading partners whose currencies are having an important impact 

upon the effective exchange rate of the Riyal. 

Exchange Rate History in Saudi Arabia 

Introduction 

The exchange rate is an important policy instrument. It plays a crucial role 

in influencing the internal price of tradable goods relative to nontradable goods, 

the price of exports or import substitutes relative to the cost of producing these 

goods. It also affects the domestic currency price of imports relative to the price 

of domestic substitutes. Furthermore, it affects the foreign currency price of a 

country's export relative to the export of prices of its competitors. 

The choice of an exchange rate policy· is a crucial issue in Saudi Arabia 

for, at least, two reasons. First, a "market-clearing" exchange rate is widely 

considered to be inappropriate in an oil exporting developing countries, 

because most of them have underdeveloped financial markets. Therefore, 

some alternatives must be searched for. Second, since Saudi Arabia is 

concerned with diversifying the structure of exports, and lessening the 

dependency on oil exports, the exchange rate becomes particularly important 

for efforts in this direction. 

The Riyal (the Saudi Arabian currency) continued to be stable with respect 

to major currencies in the world during the 1970s. This fact is well illustrated by 

Figure 4. Nevertheless, this stability has become an increasingly difficult task 

because of the high degree of instability in the international currency markets 



Year 

1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 

Source: 

N.Qle.: 
Xus: 
Xj: 
Xg: 
Xt: 
Xuk: 

TABLE 2.7 

EXPORT DIRECTIONS TO MAJOR PARTNERS 
IN MILLIONS OF SAUDI RIYALS 

Xus Xj Xg Xf 

352 1,132 315 150 
388 1,336 522 170 
476 1,525 536 200 
430 1,752 584 223 
260 2,110 828 320 
196 1,639 362 386 
234 2,732 243 414 

99 2,322 221 693 
588 2,782 579 1,665 

1,127 3,444 738 2,110 
1,625 4,940 1,102 3,061 
4,417 20,135 5,541 14,570 
4,031 26,483 3,659 11 ,290 
6,377 27,097 4,238 15,582 

14,575 29,080 4,435 14,704 
21,771 27,881 3,779 14,776 
36,753 36,983 6,022 17,856 
55,866 63,274 11,029 33,525 
53,439 69,542 16,987 38,640 
21 '127 64,434 11,656 24,321 
12,696 45,059 3,738 9,236 

8,741 42,130 2,327 5,573 
5,465 29,820 2,122 4,984 

12,393 15,137 2,208 4,133 

SAMA, Annual Report, various issues. 

exports from the United States 
exports from Japan 
exports from W. Germany 
exports from France 
exports from the United Kingdom 
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Xuk 

154 
138 
319 
450 
695 
482 
779 
828 

1,512 
1,844 
2,651 

11 ,755 
6,271 
6,618 
6,491 
4,678 
7,097 

12,844 
13,795 
7,741 
2,857 
1,914 
1,873 
2,094 
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Figure 3: Saudi Exports to Major Partners. 
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and the sometimes side fluctuations daily in the exchange rates of major 

currencies. 

This section is devoted to discussing the main monetary events since the 

beginning of the 1950s, and to highlight the history of the Riyal. In the next 

section, I will describe the operation of the Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency 

(SAMA) which serves as the central bank for Saudi Arabia. Then, changes in 

the currency of Saudi Arabia will be mentioned. Next, the financial difficulties of 

the 1950s and the stabilization program will be discussed. After that, the history 

of pegging the Riyal to one of the major currencies in the world; such as the U.S. 

Dollar, the Japanese Yen, the Dutche Mark, the French Franc, and the Pound 

Sterling, or to the Special Drawing Rights (SDR) will be traced and the 

justification of each peg will be clarified. 

Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency (SAMA) 

Under the hard economic environment of the postwar economy, the Saudi 

Arabian Monetary Agency (SAMA) was inaugurated on Saturday, October 4, 

1952. SAMA was established to oversee the money and banking system in 

Saudi Arabia. Some of its major responsibilities are: 

• issuing the country's legal currency. 

• receiving and paying funds on behalf of the Government. 

• acting as custodian of the country's monetary and foreign exchange 

reserves. 

• regulating, strengthening and consolidating the country's commercial 

banking system. 
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At the time of SAMA's establishment, the country's monetary system had a 

mixed coin-oriented silver standard. First of all, there were the Saudi Silver 

Riyals and curpo-nickel coins. Along with that, a number of foreign currencies 

circulated, particularly the British gold sovereign. Yet, the Saudi Silver Riyal 

was the most popular coin and considered the cornerstone of the country's 

currency system. In addition, during the pilgrimage season, some foreign paper 

notes circulated. Therefore, one of the first tasks of SAMA after its establishment 

was to complete the country's monetary system. 

In early 1952, SAMA issued the first Saudi Arabian gold coin to replace 

the British sovereign and eliminated foreign currencies out of circulation. After 

that, introducing decimal coinage and paper currency was implemented. For 

instance, and as an experiment with paper currency, Pilgrim Receipts were 

issued on July 23, 1953. The Pilgrim Receipts were generally popular and so 

accepted among people. Because of the high success of these receipts as 

paper currency, SAMA was highly encouraged to issue an official paper 

currency in June 1962. 

A Stabilization Program 

In the mid-1950's, the Saudi Arabian economy experienced some 

financial difficulties which resulted in a depreciation in the free market rate of the 

Riyal, then depletion of the country's foreign exchange reserves to the very low 

level of $2.72 million in January 1958. Hence, some exchange controls were 

imposed. A stabilization program was suggested to improve the country's 

financial and economic position, to increase SAMA's foreign reserves and to 

strengthen the Riyal. 
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The implementation of the stabilization program led to eliminating all 

exchange controls and to stabilize the exchange rate of the Riyal at Rls 4.50 per 

one dollar as of January 8, 1961. On March 22, 1961, Saudi Arabia accepted 

formally, the obligations of convertibility under Article VII I of the Articles of 

Agreement of the International Monetary Fund. After the completion of the 

Stabilization Program, the Riyal remained constant with respect to the dollar for 

almost ten years. 

SAMA is emphasizing that it will always stand for maintaining a stable par 

value for the Riyal: 

... .it may be important to stress that it is the considered policy of 

the Saudi Arabian Government to hold the par value of the Riyal 

stable. Since a major objective of national policy is to accelerate 

economic growth and to build a diversified productive base to 

reduce the country's dependence on oil which is a depleting asset, 

it is considered that the most appropriate exchange rate policy for 

the country is undoubtedly to hold the value of the Riyal stable.? 

On December 18, 1971, the Smithsonian Agreement was reached. 

According to this agreement, major currencies in the world were realigned. For 

instance the dollar was devalued by 7.89 percent. As a result, the Saudi 

Arabian Government reviewed the situation very carefully and decided to 

maintain the par value of the Riyal in terms of gold at 0.197482 gram of fine gold 

per Riyal. Therefore, the Riyal appreciated by 8.57 percent with respect to the 

dollars; from Rls 4.5 to Rls 4.14475 per dollar. 

7 Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency (SAMA), Annual Report, 1972/1973, P. 33. 
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Another devaluation for the dollar took place in February 1973 as a result 

of the continued international monetary crisis. Due to that devaluation, the Riyal 

appreciated by 11.11 percent with respect to the dollar, from Rls 4.14475 to 

3. 73027 per dollar. Furthermore, the dollar was devalued in August 1973 and, 

as a result of that, the Riyal appreciated by 5.08 percent, from Rls 3. 73027 to Rls 

3.55001 per dollar. In sum, the Riyal appreciated by a total of 26.76 percent 

against the dollar during a period of less than two years; from Rls 4.50 to Rls 

3.55 per dollar. On the first two occasions, the government of Saudi Arabia 

decided to maintain the par value of the Riyal in terms of gold at 0.197482 gram 

of fine gold per Riyal. However, because of continued international monetary 

crisis and a decline in the value of the dollar with respect to the currency of 

Saudi Arabia's major trading partners, the government raised the par value of 

the Riyal by 5.08 percent; from 0.197482 to 0.207510 gram of fine gold per 

Riyal. 

From the Dollar to the SDR Peg 

The fluctuations mentioned in the last section among the major currencies 

in the world caused uncertainty in the international foreign exchange markets. 

In the first quarter of 1975, the dollar depreciated against the other major 

currencies. An evaluation of the government's exchange rate policy was carried 

out. Until that time the Riyal was, for operational convenience, linked or pegged 

to the dollar. 

The official view of the government at that time was that the Riyal should 

not be fixed against any currency. The justification for such a view was that if 

such a relationship was maintained the Riyal would fluctuate widely against 

other currencies. That kind of movement may bear no relation to the domestic 
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economy. On March 15, 1975, and as an alternative solution of this problem, 

the Riyal peg was changed from the dollar to the SDR basket which was 

calculated daily by the IMF on the basis of a weighted average of rates for 16 

major currenciesB 

The practical implication of pegging the Riyal to the SDR is that the daily 

exchange rate between the Riyal and any other currency will be determined on 

the basis of the daily exchange rate between that currency and the SDR 

announced by the IMF. Pegging to the SDR implies two essential steps: (i) 

determine a parity with the SDR, and (ii) ensure that the available margins of up 

to 2.25 percent on each side of parity are not violated. 

There were many reasons which prompted the Saudi Arabian authorities 

to sever the link of the Riyal with the dollar and repeg to the SDR. First, it was 

felt that the objective of having a stable Riyal could be best attained by pegging 

the Riyal to the SDR. Second, the Riyal would not be exposed to wide 

fluctuations in any single currency. Third, the policy adopted was to stabilize the 

exchange rate of the Riyal with respect to the SDR with a band of 7.25 percent 

on each side of the SDR/Riyal parity of SDR1 = Rls 4.28255. If this wide 

margins are utilized, they will help insulate the Riyal from extraordinary 

fluctuation in the SDR itself as a result of undesirable speculative forces which 

might contradict the development policies of the Saudi Arabian economy. 

On March 15, 1975 the exchange rate between the dollar and the Riyal 

was $1 = Rls 3.47 compared to the previous rate on August 11, 1973 of $1 = Rls 

3.55. This implied an appreciation of 2.3 percent. If compared to the pre-

8 It 1s only for f1ve major currencies, the U.S Dollar, the Dutche Mark, the Japanese Yen, the 
French Frank and the Pound Sterling. 
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Smithsonian parity of $1 = Rls 4.50, it will yield an appreciation of 29.7 percent 

for the Riyal. 

Exchange Arrangements9 

The Saudi Arabian Riyal is now pegged to the SDR, as mentioned in the 

last section, at Rls 4.28255 = SDR1, with a band not exceeding 7.25 percent on 

either side. Saudi Arabia uses the U.S. dollar as its intervention currency. 

SAMA determines the middle rate of the Saudi Arabian Riyal for this 

intervention currency on the basis of the IMF's daily calculation of the U.S. 

dollar/SDR rate. On December 31, 1987, SAMA's middle rate was U.S.$1 = Rls 

3.750 buying rate from banks was U.S.$1 = Rls 3.740. 

Although the Riyal continued to be stable with respect to major currencies 

in the world, this stability is becoming an increasingly difficult task because of 

the volatility of exchange rates in the international currency markets. Figure 4 

illustrates the development of the exchange rate between the Saudi Riyal and 

major currencies. 

The relative stability in the exchange rate of the Riyal was achieved by a 

"desired" degree of downward adjustment against the dollar joined by a 

significant upward adjustment against the other major currencies and the 

SDR10. A graphical demonstration of that is shown in Figure 5. This figure 

illustrate the percent appreciation on depreciation of the major currencies 

against the Riyal for the period December 1980 - September 1984 with 

quarterly data. Due to the greater importance of the dollar in the foreign 

exchange transactions of Saudi Arabia, we can see from Figure 5 that the 

9 IMF, Exchange Arrangements and Exchange Restrictions", Annual Report, 1988, p. 423 
10 SAMA, Annual Report, 1984 
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degree of the Riyal depreciation with respect to the dollar was smaller 

compared with that of appreciation with respect to other currencies. 

As for the impact of exchange rate policy on inflation, we note that import 

prices expressed in foreign currency; went down because of the decline in 

inflation in Saudi Arabia's trading partners. At the same time, there was an 

appreciation in the exchange rate of the Riyal against most major currencies. 

These two factors reinforced each other resulting in a decline in imported 

inflation. 

In summary, exchange rate developments in Saudi Arabia are shown in 

Table 2.8. The table shows the different par values followed by Saudi Arabian. 

It also illustrates the importance of the U.S. dollar, as an intervention currency. 



TABLE 2.8 

A SUMMARY OF THE EXCHANGE RATE HISTORY 

Aug. 23 Dec. 21 Feb. 21 Aug. 11 Mar. 15 Dec. 31 July 31 Oct. 23 
1971 1971 1973 1973 1975 1975 1977 1977 

Par Value 0.197482 0.197482 0.197482 0.207510 
(Gold)a 

Par Value 4.5 4.28255 4.28255 4.28255 4.28255 
(SDR)b 

Actual SDR/RI 4.4187 4.2709 4.2709 4.1156 4.1156 
Rate 

Middle Rate 4.5 4.14475 3.73027 3.55001 3.470 3.53 3.525 3.515 
($)C 

Selling Rate 4.15 3.735 3.555 3.475 3.535 3.530 3.52 
for$ 

Buying Rate 4.14 3.725 3.545 3.465 3.525 3.520 3.51 
for$ 



TABLE 2.8 (continued) 

Nov. 23 Dec. 31 Jan.3 July 7 Nov.5 Dec. 12 Dec. 31 Dec.31 
1977 1977 1978 1978 1978 1978 1979 1980 

Par Value 
(Gold) a 

Par Value 4.28255 4.28255 4.28255 4.28255 4.28255 4.28255 4.28255 4.28255 
(SDR)b 

Actual SDR/RI 4.1156 4.1156 4.2563 4.2563 4.2563 4.2563 4.3422 4.3299 
Rate 

Middle Rate 3.505 3.495 3.445 3.245 3.365 3.295 3.365 3.325 
($)C 

Selling Rate 3.51 3.50 3.45 3.25 3.37 3.30 3.37 
3.33 

for$ 

Buying Rate 3.50 3.49 3.44 3.24 3.36 3.29 3.36 
3.32 

for$ 



TABLE2.8 (continued) 

Dec.31 Dec. 31 Dec. 31 Dec. 31 Feb. March June Dec.31 Dec.31 
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1985 1985 1986 1987 

Par Value 
(Gold)a 

Par Value 4.28255 4.28255 4.28255 4.28255 4.28255 4.28255 4.28255 4.28255 4.28255 
(SDR)b 

Actual SDR/RI 4.9885 4.7847 4.6931 4.6119 4.6777 4.6777 4.6777 4.3446 4.8446 

~ Rate 

Middle Rate 3.415 3.435 3.495 3.575 3.595 3.605 3.645 3.745 3.745 
($)C 

Selling Rate 3.42 3.44 3.50 3.58 3.60 3.61 3.65 3.75 
3.75 

for$ 

Buying Rate 3.41 3.43 3.49 3.57 3.59 3.60 3.64 3.74 
3.74 

for$ 
Sources: IMF, "International Financial Statistics", various issues. 

IMF, "Exchange Arrangements and Exchange Restrictions, Annual Report",Vols. 23-29, 1972-1988. 

a Grams of fine gold per Riyal. 
b Riyals per one unit SDR. 
c The U.S. Dollar is used as an intervention currency. 
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CHAPTER Ill 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction 

Exchange rate fluctuations allegedly impact adversely developing 

countries more than developed countries. There are many reasons behind 

this including the following. First, trade of developing countries is usually paid 

in foreign exchange. This will cause uncertainty facing the traders because 

the foreign exchange markets in these countries are not well developed. 

Another reason is that when a developing country pegs its currency to that of 

another developed country, a preference for bilateral trade with this country 

may affect its multilateral trade with other countries and may damage its 

comparative advantage. It is the case that for most developing countries debt 

is largely denominated in a single currency. Therefore, its value is likely to 

change as a result of fluctuations in exchange rates among developed 

countries1. 

In a world of generalized floating exchange rates, most of the developing 

countries have chosen to peg their currencies to some relatively stable 

standard. Lipschitz and Sundararajan (1980) gave various reasons for this 

behavior2. They argued that exchange rates are determined in an asset 

market the prices of which tend to fluctuate sharply. There are some real 

11MF, Occasional Paper #28. 
2Upschitz and Sundararajan, Finance & Development, June 1980 
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economic costs associated with such fluctuations. For example, these 

fluctuations may inhibit trade, destabilize domestic prices, and increase 

uncertainty. Since prices of traded goods are affected by the exchange rate, 

changes in relative price of traded to home goods are likely to have an 

adverse impact on the allocation of investment. Furthermore, fixing the 

exchange rate will provide a built-in reserve cushioning effect which will 

reduce the impact of short-term real shocks (for example, a crop failure). 

While a central bank's holding of foreign reserves may work as a shock 

absorber in a pegged exchange rate system to insulate a developing country 

from domestic real shocks, it will not work very well to insulate the economy 

from foreign monetary shocks. Yet, a small developing country can, to some 

extent, minimize the impact of undesired foreign monetary shocks by choosing 

an appropriate currency peg. Thus, the choice of peg is seen as the 

appropriate policy instrument to minimize the adverse consequences of 

exchange rate fluctuations on the economy. Several studies looked at the 

undesirable consequences as the induced instability of some target variables 

and, then, the choice of peg will be to insulate (or stabilize) these variables 

from the effects of exchange rate fluctuations among the major world 

currencies. 

The choice of an appropriate exchange rate regime should be directed by 

the objectives of the country under consideration. It also depends on the 

nature of the problems faced by this developing country. For instance, some of 

the Latin American countries have followed the crawling peg system hoping to 

maintain a specified rate of inflation vis-a-vis the inflation rates of their trading 

partners3. 

3Bacha (1979). 
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Most of the conclusion of the studies during the 1970s were derived in an 

ad hoc manner from the optimum currency area literature (a striking feature of 

which is their limited empirical work). In recent years, theory has advanced to 

include the nature of exogenous shocks to the domestic economy as 

determinants of exchange rate system. The recent theoretical literature 

concerning the choice of an exchange rate _system has concentrated on how 

selection of an exchange rate regime will affect the stability of the economy. 

It is worth noting at this point that there is a wide agreement among those 

studies reviewed here that the choice of an exchange rate regime should be 

conducted with the aim of stabilizing a variable instead of the aim of optimizing 

(maximizing or minimizing) a specific variable4. But, why concentrate on the 

stabilization issue? Jhon Williamson (1982) answered this question as 

follows: 

... because movements between third currencies are regarded as 

disturbances that threaten to alter an exchange rate that has 

presumptively been set at an optimal level. Picking a peg is then 

viewed as the problem of minimizing the instability imposed by 

movements between third currencies that are noise as far as the 

domestic economy is concerned. 

Since different studies have different target variables for the choice of 

exchange rate system, it is likely that these studies will yield different 

recommendations as to how the peg should be chosen. This last issue will be 

clear in the next section of this chapter. 

4Williamson (1982). 
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This chapter will discuss most of the literature written about the optimum 

currency peg. In the next section, the main differences between fixed and 

flexible exchange rates are discussed. How feasible are fixed exchange rates 

for less developed countries will be answered in the following section. Then, 

the alternative exchange rate regimes for less developed countries are 

analyzed. The last section will discuss some of the major criteria to select the 

optimum currency peg. 

Fixed vs. Flexible Exchange Rates 

The discussion of fixed versus flexible exchange system is based on two 

strands of the economic literatures. The first one is the theory of optimum 

currency areas. This theory emphasizes different factors in determining 

whether a developing country should have a fixed or flexible exchange rate 

system. Among these factors are the degree of openness, commodity 

diversification, geographical concentration, degree of capital market 

integration, relative rate of inflation, and the source of disturbances. This 

theory was derived from the classic article by Mundell (1961 ). Excellent 

surveys concerning this theory was done by lshiyama (1975) and Tower and 

Willet (1976). The other is the optimal peg theory based on the substantial 

analysis done by Black (1976) where he emphasized the diversification of 

trade as a major determinant of this choice. 

There are substantive differences among the various studies in terms of 

the methodology and emphasis of the different theoretical arguments. Thus, it 

is likely that the choice of exchange rate system may change according to the 

objective function used. For example, Fischer (1977) and Frenkel and 

5Nasimento (1987) 
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Aizenman (1982), trying to minimize real consumption shocks, concluded that 

the greater the domestic money shocks, the more likely is a float. The opposite 

conclusion was reached by Flood (1979) and Aizenman (1983) with an 

objective of minimizing domestic price shocks. They found that a fixed 

exchange rate is more preferred.s. 

A country can let its currency float freely when it allows its exchange rate 

to be determined in the foreign exchange markets. This necessitates well 

developed exchange and financial markets. For such a policy to be effective 

in terms of minimizing the variance of domestic prices, Black (1976) insists that 

the major shocks to the economy should be exogenous changes in world price 

relative to domestic prices or from exogenous changes in exchange rates. 

Thus, if the major shocks are a result of internal disturbances such as crop 

failures, then this type of policy will not be optimal. 

By floating its currency freely, a country will enjoy some benefits. For 

example, it will be more likely to have a continuous adjustment in the balance 

of payments. Distortions which may result from artificial fluctuations in the 

exchange rate or from direct controls on trade and capital flows will be 

reduced. Furthermore, internal policy objectives will be persuaded with some 

extra freedom. Finally, the costs of reserve holdings will be reduced. 

The theory of optimum currency areas provides the theoretical bases for 

identifying the relevant determining factors of exchange rate policy. Tower 

and Willett (1976) stated that: 

"The theory of optimum currency areas provides theoretical insights 

that --- force researchers to attack the issues not in the abstract all-

6Melvin (1985) 



or-none terms of much of the debate over fixed versus floating rates, 

but rather in terms of the search for the major factors that influence 

the relative desirability of alternative exchange rate systems."?. 
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Therefore, researchers are encouraged to examine the exchange rate 

problem not only to choose between fixed and flexible regime; but rather to 

isolate major determinants affecting the relative desirability of alternative 

exchange rate regimes. 

As a result, it is not surprising that most of the studies conducted to 

discuss the determinants of exchange rate flexibility before 1976 were of a_ 

theoretical nature with a limited empirical work. A striking feature of the recent 

literature is that before deciding on the exchange rate regime, an analytical 

method of describing exchange rate policy will be developed [See Heller 

(1977); Dreyer (1978); Bird·(1979); Holden, Holden and Suss (1979); Melvin 

(1985) and Bosco (1987)]. 

To choose between fixed or flexible exchange rates, a number of 

guidelines are provided by theory (mainly, the theory of optimum currency 

areas). Heller (1977), through his discriminant analysis, tested a wide variety 

of factors that are likely to affect a country's selection of an exchange rate 

system. His objective of the analysis was to identify those characteristics 

which allows us to differentiate most effectively between peggers and floaters. 

Another useful task of his analysis was to detect whether any country is 

"misclassified" in that it does not use the exchange rate system used by most 

countries with similar characteristics. Heller concluded that pegging tends to 

be significantly associated with a high degree of openness (i.e. a high import 

?Holden, Holden and Suss (1979) 
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to GNP ratio); a high degree of commodity concentration, a low inflation rate, a 

small size, and a small ratio of foreign assets to the money supply. Floating 

will be associated with the opposite characteristics. 

In a similar study, Dreyer (1978) pointed out that a country's size, its 

degree of openness, and geographical and structural diversification of its 

foreign sector are the major determinants of its exchange rate arrangements. 

Dreyer supported partially the conclusion reached by Heller (1977). He found 

that a small size and a high degree of openness are characteristics associated 

with pegging. At the same time, and in a contradiction to Heller, he found that 

the high trade concentration to be a characteristic associated with floating. 

Bird (1979) examined more carefully the countries characteristics from a 

theoretical point of view. He emphasized, at least, three additional points to 

the previous studies. These three points are the elasticity of foreign trade, the 

origin of economic disturbances and the level of reserves. Bird drew his 

conclusion concerning this issue as: 

What may be said is that, in theory, if LDCs could legitimately be 

typified as being open, nondiversified economies which possess low 

foreign trade elasticities, and generate most economic disturbances 

internally, then a fixed exchange rate might seem preferable to a 

floating rate. For closed, diversified economies which have high 

trading elasticities and low levels of reserves, however, a flexible 

exchange rate might generally be advocated. 

Holden, Holden and Suss (1979) have developed an indicator of the 

flexibility of exchange rate policy which enables them to study this issue from 

an analytical rather than an institutional point of view. This indicator can also 
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be used to test the relative importance of some factors indicated by the theory 

of optimum currency areas in determining the appropriate exchange rate 

system. For instance, they found openness, trade concentration and capital 

mobility to be negatively related to exchange rate flexibility. The degree of 

economic development, the product diversification of exports and divergence 

in inflation rates were found to have a positive effect on exchange rate 

flexibility. 

It is clear that these studies are complementary and their outcome are 

generally consistent with our expectations derived from the traditional optimum 

currency areas literature. 

The recent theoretical literature on the choice of an exchange rate system 

has focused on another type of factors. Melvin (1985), for example, 

emphasized the role of the nature of the disturbances to the economy. He 

indicated, using a standard open economy macro model, that the magnitude of 

money shocks and foreign price shocks are major determinants of exchange 

rate system. Melvin (1985) went on to state; 

... it is the magnitude of the shocks that determine exchange system 

choice and not the other factors that essentially serve as proxies for 

the susceptibility to such shocks. 

Thus, if we account for the shock effects, these other factors suggested by 

the theory of optimum currency areas will be insignificantB. 

Melvin (1985), derived two testable conclusions: 

8 Melvin, (1985), P. 477 



1. The greater the foreign price shocks, the more likely a flexible 

exchange rate. 

2. The greater the domestic money shocks, the more likely a fixed 

exchange rate. 

Feasibility of Fixed Exchange Rates 

for Less Developed Countries 

48 

It is widely agreed among economists, that free floating of the currency is 

either infeasible or undesirable for most developing countries [See, for 

example, Diaz-Aiejandro (1975), Black (1976), Crockett and Nsouli (1977), 

Lipschitz (1978), Bird (1979), and Williamson (1982)]. This conclusion is 

based on the special structure and the economic characteristics of these 

countries. For example, these countries cannot influence their terms of trade 

significantly. That is because they are small countries and, by definition, they 

are price takers in world markets. Consequently, they have no influence over 

the price of traded goods and the exchange rate. 

Another point, which is directly related to the last one is that both their 

demand for imports and supply of exports are inelastic in the short run. A third 

point is that they have a high degree of openness. The degree of openness 

influences the cost of adjustment to external shocks. Therefore, by choosing a 

fixed exchange rate, it will be much less expensive for these countries to 

adjust the entire domestic economy for an external shock9. 

Fourth, their trade is highly concentrated with one or a few partners. The 

major economic shocks in the trade partner economies will be transmitted to a 

9 Heller, (1978) 
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high extent. Thus, it is recommended that a small country should peg its 

currency to that of its major trade partner(s). This will ensure a domestic 

currency price stability for a large part of its trade1o. 

Fifth, their capital markets are rudimentary and, thus, have a low degree 

of international financial integration. Hence, we expect these countries to 

choose fixed exchange rates to isolate the impact of the international capital 

movements on the targets of monetary policy11. 

In conclusion, it appears that an exchange rate system based on pegging 

or some form of limited flexibility would be the most feasible policy for 

developing countries. 

Crockett and Nsouli (1977) argued that due to their stage of development, 

the majority of developing countries could experience large costs of floating at 

the beginning. This is mainly because of the inefficiency of their foreign 

exchange markets in stabilizing exchange rate fluctuations. They predicted 

that the costs of these fluctuations may not be accepted by the authorities, 

especially when they adversely affect economic growth objectives. 

This idea was supported by Lipschitz (1979). He suggested that a 

developing country should adopt a fixed exchange rate regime. He based his 

suggestion on the fact that exchange rate fluctuations will probably be 

exacerbated because of the small size of the markets of their currencies. 

From the previous discussion, one may derive a conclusion that shows 

the limits imposed upon the choice of developing countries of their exchange 

1 0 Bird, ( 1979) 

11 Heller, (1978) 
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rate system. These limits are consequences of the characteristics of these 

countries and the theory of optimum currency areas. 

Oil exporting economics share most of these characteristics. Therefore, 

they do not opt for floating exchange rates. In addition to the more general 

arguments mentioned earlier, there are some issues related to this group of 

countries. For example, some oil exporting developing countries experience a 

high degree of international capital movements as a result of relatively high 

private savings12. Second, they have limited domestic investment 

opportunities. Third, exchange control is absent. Finally, and may be most 

importantly, unexpected world oil price changes are contributing to the 

fluctuation of exchange rate. 

Alternative Exchange Rate Regimes for 

Less Developed Countries 

In a world of generalized floating exchange rates, it is not enough to solve 

the problem of exchange rate policy by determining whether to peg or float the 

currency under consideration. It is also necessary to choose to what major 

currency to peg. Pegging can be defined as maintaining the domestic 

currency within a well-defined range relative to some other currency or group 

of currencies. It implies accepting fluctuations not only against all other 

floating currencies but also against non floating currencies that are pegged 

using another type of arrangements. 

Each of the various pegging policies and arrangements has its own costs 

and benefits. This will be clear in the following subsections of the chapter. 

Therefore, it is very important, for any country, to study carefully the pros and 

1 2 Amuzegar, (1983) 
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cons of each policy and regime before reaching any conclusion about the 

most suitable one for it to adopt. 

There are many different types of exchange rate regimes that a less 

developed country may adopt. For instance, it may choose to peg its currency 

to a single major currency such as the U.S. dollar, the Japanese yen, the U.K. 

pound, the Deutsche mark, and the French franc. It may also choose to peg its 

currency to a basket of currencies. In this case, a country has the choice of 

adopting an available basket, such as the special drawing rights (SDR). 

Finally, it may choose a basket peg that is composed of the currencies of its 

major trade partners. This type of basket is usually weighted with an 

appropriate weight such as imports, exports, and total trade. 

Figure 6 illustrates the different choices of an exchange rate system 

available to any country (developing or developed country). This study will 

emphasize the lower half of that figure which demonstrates the different types 

of currency peg available to those countries who choose to peg their 

currencies. 

A Single Currency Peg 

Under this regime, a developing country links its currency to one of the 

major currencies in the world. Then, the value of its currency will be 

determined in terms of that major currency. This type of arrangements implies 

that the value of the currency will change vis-a-vis currencies of the rest of the 

world when the value of the currency to which it is pegged changes. A single 

currency peg appears to be the option most favored by less developed 

countries. For instance, as of March 31, 1988, there were 59 single-peg 
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countries; 40 with the U.S. dollar, 14 with the French franc, and 5 with different 

other currencies13. 

A single currency peg is usually attractive to developing countries that 

have a tied trade and financial relationship mainly with a single trading 

partner. Among other things, simplicity of applying this kind of exchange rate 

regime makes it attractive to developing countries. 

When a developing country pegs its currency to a single major currency, 

it also, and at the same time, floats with respect to other currencies (including 

the currencies of small countries that are pegged to other major currencies). In 

other words, the fluctuations in the nominal exchange rate could be divided in 

two parts. The first one is the change in the rate at which the currency is 

pegged to the major currency. The second part is attributed to changes in the 

relationship between this major currency and the other major currencies in the 

world. 

Pegging to a single currency may yield advantages to the pegging 

country some of which are: 

1. A single currency peg may reduce the fluctuations of the exchange 

rate between the less developed country and the currency-peg 

country under consideration. This will increase trade between the 

two countries as a result of the decreasing uncertainty in their 

relative currency values. 

2. Since the developing country's currency is linked to a well sound 

currency, it will gain some confidence. Consequently, foreign 

131MF, International Financial Statistics, Year Book, 1988. 
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investment will improve to increase the capital inflows which 

means, at the end, an improvement in the balance of payments. 

3. Under a single currency currency peg, a developing country will 

gain an access to forward exchange facilities. 

Pegging to a single currency involves various potential disadvantages. 

Some of these disadvantages are: 

1. Under a single currency peg, not all developing countries peg to the 

same major currency. Therefore, it is likely that the exchange rates 

between their currencies will show some degree of variation. This is 

apparently clear when, for instance, a group of them are engaged in 

intra-regional trade to benefit from the advantages of market size. 

2. The needs for reserve will increase under a single currency peg. 

This is because a developing country must have a specific amount 

of foreign reserves to be used during intervention to support the 

value of its currency. 

3. There is a possibility of having higher import prices from countries 

other than that to whose currency the developing country is pegged. 

4. When a developing country pegs its currency to a major currency, 

and the exchange rate of that major currency has fluctuated, this 

might adversely affect the economy of this developing country. For 

example, an appreciation in the currency peg may deteriorate 

unemployment, production level and, consequently, balance of 

payments. 
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Pegging to a Basket of Currencies 

In an attempt to overcome the problems involved in pegging to a single 

currency, some less developed countries may choose an approach which 

maintains the advantages of pegging while minimizing the disadvantages. It 

will be the best alternative in the case of having more than one major trade 

partner. 

Under this type of regimes, the exchange rate of the pegging currency will 

be determined by the exchange rates of the currencies composing the basket. 

To clarify this idea, it will be explained by an example. Suppose a small 

developing country, Saudi Arabia, chooses to peg its currency, the riyal, to a 

basket including two currencies, the dollar and the yen. Suppose the basket 

that has been chosen includes $1.00 and Yn 1.00. Initially, let us assume that 

the cross exchange rates: 

$1.00 = Yn 2.00, $1.00 = S.R. 200, Yn 1.00 = S.R. 100 
~~ 

The value of this basket, then, will be S.R. 300. As an implication of this 

policy, the value of the riyal will either appreciate or depreciate with respect to 

the dollar whenever the value of the yen with respect to the dollar changes. 

The change in the value of the riyal will be about one-third. So, if the yen 

depreciates by 3 per cent with respect to the dollar, this means that the riyal 

will depreciate by nearly 1 per cent with respect to the dollar; an appreciation 

of nearly 2 per cent with respect to the yen. 

From the previous illustrative example, we may observe the importance of 

the weights of the currencies included in the basket. Since the major 

currencies in the world are floating independently, it is not easy to determine 
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the net effect of their fluctuations on a country's exchange rate. Therefore, the 

effective exchange rate may be used to determine this net effect. The effective 

exchange rate (EER) can be defined as the value of the domestic currency in 

terms of a weighted group of currencies relative to a chosen base period14. 

There are different types of weights used to construct the EER. These 

weights are based on imports, exports, or total trade. Crockett and Nsouli 

(1977) argue that, for less developed countries, the import-weighted index 

yields the best result among the three mentioned above. Their reasoning is 

based on the type of goods produced by both developed and developing 

countries. On the one hand, developing countries produce and export primary 

commodities which are not homogeneous (no uniform international price 

prevails). Therefore, changes in the exchange rates of developed countries 

vis-a-vis a developing country will affect the payments of developing countries 

for imports from developed countries. 

As any other policy, pegging to a basket of currencies has some 

shortcomings. According to this regime, each developing country is free to 

choose among different types of baskets. Therefore, cross exchange rates 

between all developing countries that use such baskets will vary. Another 

shortcoming of pegging to a basket of currencies is its adverse impact upon 

the foreign investment. It is hard in this case, for the foreign investors, to 

predict the value of each developing country's currency. Consequently, they 

will hesitate to invest in such a country, which means that this country 

becomes less attractive for foreign investment and may experience balance of 

payments problems. Finally, to determine the composition of the currency 

basket, the authorities of a developing country have to face problems such as 

1 4 Mohtadi, (1988) 
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data and other problems associated with weighting schemes. They also have 

to come up with the best compromises between objectives15. 

Pegging to the Special Drawing Rights (SDR) 

In order to overcome some of the problems of constructing and adopting 

separate baskets of currencies for each country a number of developing 

countries have chosen to peg their currencies to a common numairaire called 

the Special Drawing Rights (SDR). The SDR was introduced the IMF in 1969 

to be the fund's official unit of account. At the beginning, the SDR was 

equivalent to the U.S. dollar. After 1973, the value of the SDR was determined 

by a basket of 16 currencies weighted by the relative importance of their 

countries in the volume of world exports. In 1981, this basket was changed to 

include only five major currencies; the U.S. dollar, the Japanese yen, the West 

German mark, the French franc and the U.K. pound. Table 3.1 illustrates the 

currencies included in the SDR unit and their relative importance (weights). 

Pegging to the SDR is a much simpler matter compared to pegging to a 

basket of composite currencies. It has two components: determine a parity 

with the SDR, and ensure that there is no violation of the specified margins for 

the percentage change of the exchange rate around that parity. 

Pegging to the SDR yields many benefits. For instance, it will stabilize 

the cross exchange rates among all other currencies that use the SDR peg. 

Thus, for a regional group of countries seeking a monetary integration, it might 

be preferable to choose the SDR as a common peg (the GCC countries make 

a good example). 

15 WICkham, ( 1985) 
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TABLE 3.1 

SPECIAL DRAWING RIGHT (SDR) WEIGHTS 

July 1974- July 1978- Jan 1981- From 
Currency June 1978 Dec 1980 Dec 1985 Jan 1986 

U.S. dollar 33.0 33.0 42 42 

Deutsche mark 12.5 12.5 19 19 

Japanese yen 7.5 7.5 13 15 

French franc 7.5 7.5 13 12 

Pound sterling 9.0 7.5 13 12 

Canadian dollar 6.0 5.0 

Italian lira 6.0 5.0 

Netherlands guilder 4.5 5.0 

Belgian franc 3.5 4,0 

Swedish drona 2.5 2.0 

Australian dollar 1.5 1.5 

Danish krona 1.5 

Norwegian krone 1.5 1.5 

Spanish peseta 1.5 1.5 

Austrian schilling 1.0 1.5 

South African rand 1.0 

Saudi Arabian riyal 3.0 

Iranian rial 2.0 

Total Weight 100 100 100 100 

Source: IMF "The role of the SDR in the International Monetary System," Occasional 
Paper, no.51, March 1987, pp.54. 
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Pegging to the SDR is also useful in terms of reducing fluctuations in the 

effective exchange rate and domestic prices, especially when the trade 

weights of the major trade partners are close to their weights in the SDR. In 

general, one can say that the SDR pegging will be more efficient the closer the 

weights of the SDR basket from the trade weights for the major trade partners. 

From a practical point of view, nobody can deny the convenience and 

simplicity of adopting the SDR peg. The IMF computes and publishes the 

value of the SDR unit on a daily basis. 

At least two shortcomings of the SDR-peg can be mentioned. First, for 

this type of peg to operate properly, a developing country should choose an 

intervention currency because the SDR, by itself, is not a currency1s. Second, 

as Crockett and Nsouli (1977) argue, pegging to the SDR is probably less 

efficient than pegging to an import-weighted basket in terms of reflecting the 

movements in the EER. 

The Optimal Peg: A Comparative Analysis 

Many studies have been conducted on the optimum (best) exchange rate 

regime for a developing country. Each study follows a specific criterion 

(criteria) to make that decision. For instance, Crockett and Nsouli (1977), 

Flanders and Helpman (1979), and Lipschitz and Sundararajan (1980) used 

the trade balance (or current account) as their deciding factor. Crockett and 

Nsouli (1977) and Flanders and Helpman (1979) looked at the level of 

aggregate demand (and thus output and employment). Furthermore, the 

inflation rate was emphasized by Crockett and Nsouli (1977) and Connolly 

16 Yousef, (1981) 
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(1982, 1983). Some studies, such as Flanders and Helpman (1979), Branson 

and Katseli-Papaefstratiou (1980), Black (1976), and Lipschitz (1979) 

considered the relative price of traded goods, and thus the allocation of 

resources.17 

In 1976, Stanley Black conducted what is considered to be the 

pioneering analysis of exchange rate policies for developing countries in a 

world of generalized floating. He used the familiar dependent economy model 

of "internal and external balance" for less developed countries. Black 

addressed the question of stabilization with respect to external and internal 

shocks. Then, he used the variance of the domestic relative price of traded 

goods to be the main measure of stability. He also thought that the stability of 

the EER, resource misallocation, reserve needs, and institutional requirements 

are among the factors that should be taken in consideration before choosing 

between a basket peg and a single currency peg. Finally, he concluded that a 

basket peg will be preferred for the purpose of external as well as internal 

balance, providing that the benefits of pegging to a basket outweigh its costs. 

Crockett and Nsouli (1977) compute the divergence of the SDR basket 

peg and of a single currency peg (the U.S. dollar, the U.K. pound, and the 

French franc) from the import-weighted basket for a number of developing 

countries for the period from January 1970 to March 1975. Their suggested 

goal was to stabilize balance of trade and output, by stabilizing EER. They 

recommend pegging to an import-weighted basket, while investigating the 

importance of the SDR as a good proxy for that import-weighted basket. 

17Williamson (1982) 
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Flanders and Helpman (1979) develop a more formal model compared to 

the early studies. They explore exchange rate policy for an economy that is 

small (price taker) in every respect but faces a downward-sloping demand 

curve for its export good. For the purpose of choosing a currency basket, they 

concentrated on two objectives. The first objective was to minimize the 

variance of the balance of trade subject to the constraint that there be some 

predetermined rate of improvement in the balance of trade itself. They stress 

that a number of countries which have utilized basket pegs were aiming for 

stability in the balance of payments. The second objective was to minimize the 

variance of real income subject to a requirement on its expected level. 

Lipschitz (1979) based his study on a model of a small country that has 

no influence on its terms of trade for the sake of establishing an optimal basket 

for pegging. He investigated the performance of the Indian rupee's real 

exchange rate by employing four types of hypothetical baskets. So, his target 

was to stabilize the real effective exchange rate (i.e. reduce its fluctuations). 

He argued that the choice of a currency peg will affect income distribution, the 

internal terms of trade, and the allocation of resources. 

Terms of trade fluctuations are thought to play an important role in income 

instability in many developing countries. Branson and Katseli-Papaefstration 

(1980) decomposed these fluctuations into three main components: (a) shifts 

in world market conditions, (b) shifts in home market conditions, and (c) 

changes in exchange rates. They investigated the appropriateness of a 

basket peg in terms of a country's net-export-side market power, and came up 

with a weighting formula that would count for variations in third country's 

exchange rates on the home country's terms of trade. 
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Branson and Katseli-Papaefstratiou's (1980) goal was to stabilize the 

terms of trade. Thus, they introduced policies to minimize the variance in the 

terms of trade. Assuming that many developing countries experience some 

degree of market power (especially, in the export side), they can influence 

their terms of trade. Branson and Kateseli-Papaefstratiou (1980) encouraged 

these developing countries to use that power to peg to a basket that will lead 

to stabilizing their terms of trade. 

Lipschitz and Sundararajan (1980a) continued on the model of Lipschitz 

(1979). They emphasized the stabilization of real EER and argued that this 

will minimize the impact of exchange rate fluctuations on the economy. They 

recommended pegging to an elasticity-weighted basket which is not, in 

general, optimal because the derived optimal weight of the currency in the 

basket and the preassigned elasticity weight are not always the same1s. 

According to Lipschitz and Sundararajan, the studies by Branson and 

Katseli-Papaefstratiou (1980) and Flanders and Helpman (1979) are not 

complete because they do not include relative price movements. To take 

these movements into consideration, Lipschitz and Sundararajan conducted 

two different studies (1980b and 1980c) to generalize those studies of 

Branson and Katseli-Papaefstratiou (1980) and Flanders and Helpman 

(1979). They investigated and derived the weighting system that will yield 

minimizing the variance of the balance of trade (1980b). They also derived the 

optimal basket weights that will result in stabilizing the terms of trade (1980c). 

Connolly (1982) looked at this problem in a monetary context with 

rational expectations. He addressed the following questions: 

1 8 Williamson (1982) 



To which, if any, of two reserve currencies, say the U.S. dollar and 

the pound sterling, should a small open country peg in order to best 

insure domestic monetary stability (e.g. stable home prices)? Or, in 

general, is a basket peg composed of the two currencies preferable 

to a single currency peg? 
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While central bank holdings of foreign reserves to maintain a fixed 

exchange rate may protect the economy from domestic real shocks, Connolly 

(1982) argued that a currency peg does not protect from foreign monetary 

shocks. Thus, he believes that, a small country may reduce the impact of 

unwanted foreign monetary shocks by choosing the best currency peg. He 

emphasized three types of external shocks to the domestic rate of inflation: (a) 

changes in relative prices, (b) imported inflation, and (c) deviations in 

exchange rates from Purchasing Power Parity. 

Connolly's main problem was to minimize the level and variability of 

inflation. So, his concern was from a monetary stability point of view and his 

criteria for this were both the level and stability of the rate of inflation. Connolly 

(1983) applied this analysis to the case of the Latin American countries. His 

empirical results suggest that the dollar peg was the best for Latin American 

countries in comparison to the other single currencies or even to the SDR. 

An empirical study generalizing the work of Connolly was done by 

Yousef (1981) for the case of fifteen Arab countries. The decision to be made 

in his case was choosing the pegging policy which will result in a more stable 

domestic inflation rate. He considered the standard deviation in that rate to be 

the measure of stability. Yousef found that if a country has one major trade 

partner, then a single currency peg appears preferable. Because oil exports 
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domestic inflation rate. He considered the standard deviation in that rate to be r 
I 

! the measure of stability. Yousef found that if a country has one _ _!!l~j9r_~!r~~e , ~----
} \ 

I partner, then a single currency peg appears pr~_ferable.) Because oil exports 
L.-r· - .,, --,.-. --- --------~~ - .. - '"'-"--- -, 

share is a large percentage of total exports of the oil-exporting countries and 

because oil exports is priced in terms of the dollar, he suggested that a dollar 

peg, as compared to other single currency pegs, would yield the most stable 

pegging policy in terms of the standard deviation in the domestic inflation rate 

of those oil-exporting countries. 

Furthermore, he concluded that systematic stability, as measured in terms 

of the standard deviation either in inflation rates or in money growth rates of 

currency peg countries, is considered an important factor in determining 

optimum currency pegs for the sample country. 

Melvin (1985) chose his target to minimize the unexpected fluctuations in 

the domestic price level. He developed a standard open economy macro 

model to emphasized the importance of the magnitude of money shocks and 

foreign price shocks as major determinants of exchange rate system. 

Mohtadi (1988) studied the movements in the EER indices of five African 

less developed countries that choose to peg to the U.S. dollar. He considered 

minimizing the variance of the real EER. He found that those five countries 

could have decreased the instability in their real EER had they pegged their 

currencies to the SDR instead. His recommendation was to peg to a basket of 

currencies that reflects the country's trade pattern, an example of which is the 

SDR. 

I 
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Determinants of International Trade Flows 

Most of the empirical studies of international trade flows have, in general, 

focused on the formulation and estimation of demand relationships for imports 

and exports. For example, studies of the demand for imports have generally 

employed the conventional form of the estimating equation. This form relates 

the quantity of import demanded by a country to the ratio of import prices to 

domestic prices (assuming a degree of substitutability between imports and 

domestic goods) and to domestic real income. On the export side, it relates 

the world demand of a country's exports to the ratio of export prices to world 

prices and to world real income. The studies by Turnovsky (1968), Houthakkar 

and Magee (1969), Khan (1974, 1975), Khan and Ross (1975), and Goldstein 

and Khan (1976, 1978) are examples. 

Turnovsky (1968) conducted a study estimating annual aggregate import 

and export functions for New Zealand over the post-war period (1947-63) and 

used these equations to derive estimates of various demand elasticities. 

In another study, Houthakker and Magee (1969) estimated demand 

elasticities for both imports and exports with respect to income and price for a 

number of countries, most of them developed. They used an annual 

observations covering the period 1951-1966. This study investigated total 

imports and exports by country. In addition, it provided more detailed studies 

of the United States trade by country of origin or destination, and by 

commodity class. 

Khan (1974) extended the study of Houthakker and Magee (1969) to 

provide comprehensive coverage of developing countries. His aim was to 
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provide estimates of import and export demand functions for fifteen developing 

countries. He also tested the hypothesis of whether changes in prices of 

traded and nontraded goods have any significant impact on the trade flows of 

these countries. 

Khan (1974), also, used the simple formulation of aggregate import and 

export demand equations mentioned earlier. His study covered the period 

1951-69, which is almost the same period covered by Houthakker and Magee 

(1969). He concluded that prices do play an important role in the 

determination of imports and exports of developing countries. The size of the 

estimated price elasticities was fairly high for most of the fifteen countries 

studied which guarantees the Marshaii-Lerner condition for successful 

devaluation. The same conclusion was reached by Houthakker and Magee 

(1969) for industrial counties. 

Khan (1975) studied the behavior of the imports of Venezuela at both the 

aggregate and disaggregate (by commodity) levels for the period 1953-1972. 

His conclusion was that simple specifications (both at the aggregated as well 

as disaggregated levels) including only real income and relative prices as 

explanatory variables were good enough to explain a large proportion of the 

variation in Venezuelan imports. 

Goldstein and Khan's (1976) purpose was to estimate import demand 

functions for twelve industrial countries and test the proposition that the import 

price elasticity is a function of the size of the relative price change. They 

utilized quarterly data to cover the period 1955-1973. Their model was similar 

to those used in the earlier studies. They concluded that, for eight of the 

twelve countries in their sample, import demand was responsive to relative 
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prices. Furthermore, their empirical results do not support the hypothesis that 

import demand will respond nonproportionately due to the size of the relative 

price change. 

Another type of study of international trade flows used the traditional 

approach with one significant difference. Since most of these studies were 

conducted with the purpose of assessing the effect of exchange rate on trade 

flows, an exchange rate variable was added to the right hand side of both 

export and import equations (see for example, Wilson and Takacs (1979), 

Gafar (1981 ), Warner and Kreinin (1983), Bahmani-Oskooee (1984, 1986}, 

Batten and Belongia (1984, 1987}, Belongia (1986), Ott (1987), Thursby and 

Thursby (1987) and Salehi-lsfahani (1989)). 

A number of justifications have been given for the change in the 

traditional, formulation of export and import equations. For instance, Bahmani

Oskooee (1984) argues that this issue arises from the fact that most 

developing countries peg their currencies to a single major currency or a 

basket of currencies. However, under the generalized floating exchange rate 

system, the major currencies in the world fluctuate against one another. This 

may cause the effective exchange rate facing developing countries to fluctuate 

affecting trade flows. 

This specification, according to Warner and Kreinin (1983), divides the 

effect of changes in the real exchange rate on trade flows into two parts; 

nominal exchange rate and price components. Furthermore, they argue that 

the rationale for expecting a different response, on the part of traders, to 

changes in the exchange rate and changes in other foreign prices is: 



"the visibility of exchange rate movements; market participants may 

be more aware of them than they are of other price changes. 

Secondly, there are fewer errors in measurement of exchange rate 

changes than of other price changes. And finally, traders may 

perceive one type of changes as more transitory and/or reversible 

than another, including a different kind of response." 
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Using qua~erly import and export equations for six major industrial 

countries during the Bretton Woods period, Wilson and Takacs (1979) 

estimated directly the price and exchange rate response pattern. They used a 

conventional trade flow model which includes both relative prices and real 

income variables. They reached the general conclusion that imports and 

exports react quicker and total response time was shorter when exchange 

rates, rather than export price in domestic currency, caused a change in 

international prices. 

In a more comprehensive study, Warner and Krein in (1983) constructed a 

model to estimate import and export demand functions for nineteen industrial 

countries. Their study covers both the period of generalized floating (1972-

1980) and the period of fixed exchange rates (1957-1970). Besides the 

traditional income and price variables, this study investigated the impact of 

variations in the exchange rate and in the expected exchange rate on real 

trade flows. For that reason, they modified their equations to account for 

estimating, separately, the effect of exchange rate variations on the volume of 

imports and exports. Accordingly, the import price, for example, was 

expressed in terms of foreign currencies (PMFC), with an expected negative 
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sign, and an explicit exchange rate variable (E) was added, with an expected 

positive sign 1 9 

Warner and Kreinin (1983) reached some interesting conclusions 

regarding the specification of the trade flows. First of all, their empirical results 

suggest that separating relative price variables into their components provides 

more accurate results. Secondly, the volume of imports in several major 

countries has been affected significantly due to the switch from fixed to floating 

exchange rates. Finally, the exchange rate and export price of competing 

countries appear to be significant determinant of a country's exports. 

In a similar study, Bahmani-Oskooee (1984) studied the effect of effective 

exchange rates on trade flows. He provides estimates of imports and exports 

demand functions in which the effective exchange rate is included as another 

determinant of trade flows. He estimated these functions for three countries; 

Korea, South Africa and Thailand. He argues that while some developing 

countries peg their currencies to a major currency, they should not be 

considered as if they were on a fixed exchange rate system. The reason for 

this, is the fluctuations among major currencies which imply fluctuations in the 

effective exchange rates of the developing countries which will affect trade 

flows. He found the size of elasticities of effective exchange rate to be small 

which suggests that devaluation or a more flexible rate system will not solve 

the problem of the trade deficit. With the size of price elasticities being fairly 

low for all three countries studied, Bahmani confirmed the common view that 

developing countries have a price inelastic demand for import and export 

goods. 

19 The reason 1s that they define E as units of foreign currency per umt of domestic currency. 
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Batten and Belongia (1984) studied the decline in U.S. agricultural 

exports during the 1982-83 and raised the question whether the exchange 

rate was responsible. They estimated the effects of real changes in exchange 

rates on export volume by employing a simple econometric model of the 

determinants of world trade. Focusing on factors affecting the volume of U.S. 

agricultural exports, their empirical results indicated that real exchange rates 

were negatively related to exports. At the same time, the level of real GNP in 

importing countries has a dominating impact. 

Although there is wide agreement on the qualitative aspects of the effect 

of exchange rate changes on U.S. exports, there are considerable 

controversies about the actual magnitude and persistence of these effects20 

Belongia (1986) believes that using different exchange rate indexes may be 

one source of this disagreement. Using U.S. agricultural exports as an 

example and employing the same model used by Batten and Belongia (1984), 

he domestrated that different exchange rate measures can yield substantially 

different conclusions about the U.S. competitive position in world markets, and 

the estimated effects of changes in the dollar's value on exports and the 

relationship between the exchange rate and other economic variables. 

Furthermore, he emphasized the importance of countries included in the index 

and the weighting scheme used to aggregate movements in foreign currency 

values in interpreting the results. 

In another study, Bahmani-Oskooee (1986) provides new estimates of 

aggregate import and export demand functions for seven developing 

countries. He used quarterly data for the period 1973-1980. His conclusion 

20 Belongia (1986), p.t. 
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was similar to those of his previous study. He also estimated directly price and 

exchange-rate response patterns for the same seven countries. He found that 

trade flows were quicker and the total response time was shorter when an 

exchange rate, rather than relative prices measured in domestic currency, 

caused a change in international prices21. In the long run, he reached the 

conclusion that trade flows are more responsive to changes in the relative 

prices than to changes in the exchange rates. 

Some insights about the relative importance of the choice of weights for 

constructing the effective exchange rate were provided by Ott (1987) who 

examined the effect of changing the weights for a given set of exchange rates. 

In particular, he studied the impact of alternative weighting schemes for the 

dollar's effective exchange rate. Those weighted effective exchange rates 

were compared in _terms of their explanatory power and out-of-sample 

forecasts in a trade equation. 

Ott (1987) concluded that the weighted effective exchange rates studied 

were highly correlated.. He also concluded that their explanatory and 

predictive power were statistically equivalent in an agriculture export equation. 

Batten and Belongia (1987) focused on the issue of the range of 

currencies that should be included in an effective exchange rate index. In this 

study, they compared the new exchange rate indexes which contain a broader 

range of currencies with the old exchange rate indexes which contain less 

currencies in terms of reflecting the movements in the dollar more accurately, 

and hence, explaining U.S. trade flows. 

21 This conclusion is in agreement with that of Wilson and Takacs (1979) as far as the experience 
of industrial countries was concerned. 
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A model for U.S. merchandise exports and U.S. non-petroleum imports 

was constructed to examine whether the new indexes are more closely related 

to trade flows than the more traditional exchange rate measures. The real 

exchange rate was included directly to measure U.S. prices relative to those in 

the rest of the world (expressed in dollars), taking into account price-level 

differences across countries. Batten and Belongia reached the conclusion that 

the new broader indexes performed no better than the old indexes. In fact, 

they performed wo(se than the existing, more narrowly based exchange rate 

indexes. 



CHAPTER IV 

METHODOLOGY AND EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

A Simple Model of Saudi Arabian Foreign Trade 

As mentioned in Chapter I, the purpose of this study is twofold. First, to 

provide new estimates of both aggregate and disaggregate import and export 

demand equations for Saudi Arabia, using annual data on the relevant 

variables for the period 1973-1986. Second, to investigate and determine 

empirically the optimum currency peg for the Saudi riyal. 

In this section, the suggested models (aggregate and disaggregate) are, 

briefly, described. Both use the conventional formulations of trade flows 

(exports and imports demand) functions developed in the literature of 

international trade. Thus, these models include variables found in many other 

studies of imports and exports. These models will be estimated in the familiar 

functional form. 

The approach employed in this study relies on the reduced form of the 

world demand for Saudi Arabian exports and Saudi import demand functions 

to derive the effects of different exchange rate regimes on the trade balance. 

By influencing domestic relative prices, a specific type of currency peg exerts 

real effects on import demand and world demand for exports. 

73 
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Aggregate Model 

Aggregate Export Demand Function. Studies of the world demand for a 

country's exports have employed a conventional form of demand equation. In 

its simplest formulation, it assumes that the world demand for a country's 

exports to depend on two factors: the level of foreign real economic activity 

and the price of this country's exports relative to those of other countries. 

Applying this formulation to the case of Saudi Arabia, the world demand for 

Saudi Arabian aggregate exports can be specified in the following form: 

................... ( 1 ) 

where Xd is the quantity of Saudi Arabian exports demanded by the rest of the 

world, Px is the Saudi export price in domestic currency, Pw is the world price 

level in domestic currency and Yw is real world income. 

Since my objective is to assess the relative impact of different exchange 

rate regimes on trade flows, equation (1) is modified to include the exchange 

rate term explicitly. According to the Purchasing Power Parity (PPP)1, Px can 

be defined as: 

Px = E * Pxw .................. (2) 

where E is exchange rate defined as units of foreign currency per unit of 

domestic currency and Pxw is the price of exports in foreign currency. 

Substitute (2) into (1) to get: 

1 This theory implies that the equ1hbnum exchange rate between two currencies occurs when they have 
equivalent domestic purchasmg power. For mstance, If 1 U.s. dollar currently exchanges for 3.75 Saudi 
nyals, then PPP ex1sts 1f those money amounts can buy the same basket of goods in the1r particular 
countries. 
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................... (3) 

or alternatively, expressing the exchange rate term as a separate explanatory 

variable, equation (3) can be restated as: 

................... (4) 

Warner and Kreinin (1983) argue that this specification splits the effect of 

changes on the real exchange rate on trade flows into the nominal exchange 

rate and price components. 

In log-linear form and introducing a stochastic element, the estimating 

equation of the world demand for the Saudi exports is: 

d ( Pxw \ log X t = no + a1 log Pw )t + a2 log Y wt + a 3 log Et + Ut .................. (5) 

where Xd, Pxw. Pw, Yw and E have been previously defined, t represents time 

and U is an error term with the following properties: 

E(U) = 0 ; E(UU') = cr2J 

Since equation (5) is specified in logarithms, a1 and a2 are the relative 

price and income elasticities of export demand, respectively. Their expected 

signs are negative and positive (a1 <0 ; a2 > 0). Defining the exchange rate as 

units of foreign currency per unit of domestic currency, aa is expected to have 

a negative sign (aa < 0); a depreciation of domestic currency stimulates 

exports if the Marshall-Lerner condition is satisfied. Equation (5) yields 

estimated coefficients that are partial elasticities. 
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Aggregate Import Demand Function. The simplest formulation of an 

aggregate import demand equation assumes the quantity of imports 

demanded by a country is a function of the ratio of imports prices to domestic 

prices and to domestic real income. Applying this formulation to the case of 

Saudi Arabia, we can specify the aggregate Saudi imports demand in the 

following mathematical form: 

Md = f ~: , Yd) ................... (6) 

where Md is the quantity demanded of Saudi imports, Pm is the Saudi import 

price in domestic currency, Pd is the domestic price level in domestic currency 

and Y d is domestic real income. 

In order to introduce the exchange rate explicitly I used the PPP 

condition: 

Pm= E * Pmw .................. (7) 

where Pmw is the price of imports in foreign currency. Substitute (7) into (6) to 

get: 

................... (8) 

or alternatively, expressing the exchange rate term as a separate explanatory 

variable, equation (8) can be restated as: 

................... (9) 

In log-linear terms, the estimating equation of the Saudi import demand 

has the following form: 
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d (Pmw ') log M t = f3o + f31 log Pd Jt + f32log Ydt + (33 1og Et + Vt ................ (1 0) 

where Md, Pmw. Pd. Y d and E have been previously defined, t represents time 

and Vis a standard normal error term. 

In (1 0), (31 and (32 are the relative price and income elasticities of import 

demand, respectively. Their expected signs are negative and positive ((31 <0 ; 

f32 > 0)2. Defining the exchange rate as above, f33 is expected to have a 

positive sign ((33 >0); an appreciation of domestic currency stimulates imports. 

Effective Exchanae Rate Calculation. The exchange rate E is defined in 

effective terms. It can be calculated in one of the following two ways: 

1. Arithmetic mean: 

n 
Et = I. (Wi * Eit) 

i=1 

2. Geometric mean: 

where i=1, ... , n ; and 

n = number of trading partners. 

................ (11) 

................ (12) 

Et = the value of effective exchange rate index at time t, relative 

to a base period value of the index. 

2Khan and Ross (1975) argues that the sign of ~2 is ambiguous. They based their argument on the 
def1mtion of imports as the difference between consumption of importables and the production of 
1m portables When real mea me nses, It is not clear whether consumption of importables will rise faster or 
slower than production. Thus, imports could easily rise or fall. 
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Eit = bilateral exchange rates in units of country i's currency per 

unit of the domestic currency at time t. 

Wi = weight of country i's currency. 

Arithmetic averaging may yield an upward bias to the measurement of 

changes in the domestic currency's average exchange value. The reason, as 

explained by Belongia (1986), is that as currencies diverge from each other 

over time, changes in currencies that rose against the domestic currency (the 

U.S. dollar in this case) had a reduced impact on the index while change in 

currencies that fell against the domestic currency had an increased impact on 

the index. As a result, arithmetic averaging will yield an upward bias in the 

measurement of changes in the domestic currency's average exchange 

value3. In this study, I will use both effective exchange rate measures. 

Effective Exchange Rate Weighting Schemes. Most studies in this area 

employ one or more of the following weighting schemes: 

A. Import Weights: 

where Mi is imports from country i and M is total imports. 

B. Export Weights: 

Xi 
Wi=x 

where Xi is exports to country i and X is total exports. 

3 For further clanf1cat1on and an example, see Belongia (1986}, P.7. 

................ (13) 

................ (14) 
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C. Trade Weights: 

................ (15) 

D. Special Drawing Right (SDR) Weights: 

Here the weights assigned for each country's currency included in the 

SDR by International Monetary Fund (IMF) will be used. These weight are as 

follows: 

United States 42% 

West Germany 19% 

Japan 13% 

France 13% 

United Kingdom 13% 

A comparison of the composition of the SDR from 1974 to the present is shown 

in Table 3.1. 

Since the five major countries whose currencies currently compose the 

SDR basket represent a large percentage of the foreign trade of the Saudi 

economy, this study will be limited to these five countries. 

If we choose to peg to a single currency, we need to take an account of 

changes in, only, four currencies instead of five. Thus, Ei is constant for the 

currency peg country. But if we choose to peg to a basket of currencies, we 

have to take an account of changes in all the five currencies, simultaneously. 

Disaggregate Model 

In the area of international trade, the empirical literature on the 

determinants of bilateral trade flows has largely focused on explaining imports 
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and exports d1saggregated by countnes and, accordmgly, on the tradmg 

patterns of mdustnal countnes Due to the lack of relevant data, especially m 

the area of pnces of d1saggregated 1mports and exports, there have been very 

few stud1es des1gned to mvest1gate 1mports and exports d1saggregated by 

countnes for developmg countnes In th1s sect1on, we employ a model 

proposed by Thursby and Thursby (1987) to study the pattern of Saud1 exports 

and 1mports at the bilateral level 

D1saggregate Export Demand Funct1on The underlymg model will 

explam the pattern of aggregate exports from Saudi Arab1a to the f1ve 

countnes mentioned previously The reduced form of country 1's demand for 

the Saud1 exports can be spec1f1ed m the followmg mathematical form 

RXrt = f ( RGDPt. RGNP.t Pxwt PmW1t Art) (16) 

where RX1t 1s real Saudi exports to country 1, RGDPt IS Saudi real Gross 

Domestic Product, RGNP1t 1s real Gross Nat1onal product of country 1, Pxwt 1s 

the Saudi export pnce, Pmw1t 1s country 1's 1mport pnce, A1t 1s the bilateral 

exchange rate between the nyal and country 1's currency defmed as the 

number of currency 1 umts per one nyal, and t represents t1me4 

4 The ong1nal reduced form equat1ons, denved by Thursby and Thursby (1987) were for the 
quantity of exports from country 1 to country J (0]) and exports pnce of country 1's exports to 

country J (P]) S1nce data for these two terms are not generally available and data for the1r product 

Po; = P;a; 1s eas1fy obtamed, they est1mated the equat1on 

In (PQ~) =In (P~) +In (01~) 
Among others, PO~ wh1ch 1s an 1ndex of 1mport pnces of exports of other countnes and PS b 

wh1ch IS an mdex of net export pnces of 1's exports to other countnes were explanatory vanables 
of Pa; As a measure of PDf they use country j's un1t value of 1mports (Pmw1 1n equat1on (16)) 

and for PSb they use country 1's un1t value of exports (Pxw m equat1on (16)) 

They argue that tf these 1mport and export pnce md1ces are calculated 1n a s1m1far way across 
countnes, they w11J be reasonable approx1mat1ons of rndrces computed from 1mport and export 
pnce data for brlateral trade 
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Expressed m a log-linear terms, the est1matmg equat1on w11l take the 

fo llowmg form 

(17) 

where e1t are error terms assumed to be normal and mdependent, w1th zero 

means and constant vanances 

For example, y5 measures the percentage change of the real U S 

demand (1f 1 1s the U S ) for Saud1 exports resultmg from a one percent change 

m the bilateral exchange rate between the nyal and the dollar The s1gn of 

these coeff1c1ents are expected to be as follows 

1 e the value of exports (denommated m nyals) w1ll decrease m response 

to an apprec1at1on of the nyal v1s-a-v1s the 1 country's currency The reason for 

th1s amb1qwty m y1 and y3 1s because equat1on (17) rs a reduced form 

equat1on for the value of exports W1thout the bilateral pnces and quant1t1es 

the structural parameters of the model cannot be est1mated Wh1le th1s does 

not lead to any stat1st1cal b1as for the est1mates of equat1on (17), 1t leads to 

poss1ble amb1qwty m mterpretmg coeff1c1ents of any vanables mcluded only m 

the s1mple equat1on (RGDP and Pxw) The expected s1gn for y4 1s amb1quous 

dependmg on the subst1tut1b1hty among goods 5 

D1saggregate Import Demand Funct1on The model explams the pattern 

of Saud1 aggregate Imports demand from the same f1ve countnes The 

5Thursby and Thursby (1987) 
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reduced form of Saudi 1mport demand from country 1 can be spec1f1ed m the 

followmg form 

RMrt = f ( RGDPt , RGNPrt , Pmwt , Pxw1t , Art) (18) 

where RM1t 1s real Saud1 1mports from country 1, RGDPt, RGNP1t, and A1t have 

been prev1ously defmed, Pmwt 1s the Saudi 1mport pnce and PxW1t 1s counrtry 

1's export pnce 

Expressed m a log-linear terms, the est1matmg equat1on will take the 

followmg form 

(19) 

where 111t are error terms assumed to be normal and mdependent, w1th zero 

means and constant vanances 

The s1gn of these coeff1c1ents are expected to be as follows 

1 e the value of Imports (denommated m nyals) w111 mcrease m response 

to an apprec1at1on of the nyal v1s-a-v1s the 1 country's currency The reason for 

th1s amb1gu1ty m 82 and 8 4 1s because equat1on (19) 1s a reduced form 

equat1on for the value of 1mports W1thout the bilateral pnces and quant1t1es 

the structural parameters of the model cannot be est1mated Wh1le th1s does 

not lead to any stat1st1cal bJas for the est1mates of equat1on (19), 1t leads to 

poss1ble amb1qU1ty m mterpretmg coeff1c1ents of any vanables mcluded only m 
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the supply equat1on (RGNP1 and Px~l) The expected s1gn for o3 1s amb1guous 

dependmg on the subst1tutab1llty among goods s 

Data Sources 

In th1s study, I use annual data for the penod 1973- 1986 The begmnmg 

pomt, 1973 IS chosen because 1t marks the begmnmg of generalized floatmg 

The year 1986 IS the latest year for wh1ch data are available Th1s study 

concentrates on the penod followmg the breakdown of the Bretton Woods 

system The sources of data are as follows 

1 International Monetary Fund, International Fmanc1al Stat1st1cs, 

vanous 1ssues Data for the followmg vanables was 

obtamed 

M = the value of Saud1 Imports 

X = the value of Saud1 exports 

CPI = the Saud1 consumer pnce mdex 

GOP = the Saud1 Gross Domest1c Product 

Pxw1 = export umt value mdex of country 1 (I = 1' , 5 as 

before) 

Pmw1 = 1mport umt value mdex of country 1 (1 = 1' , 5 as 

before) 

E1 = bilateral exchange rate between the nyal and currency 1 

Pwoll = world exort umt value mdex for oil 

Pw = world export umt value mdex 

2 International Monetary Fund, Supplement on Trade Stat1sttcs, 

Supplement Senes, No 15, 1988 

Pxw = exort umt value mdex of Saudi Arab1a 

6Thursby and Thursby (1987) 
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Pmw = 1mport umt value mdex of Saud1 Arab1a 

Yw = world nommal mcome (GOP) 

3 International Monetary Fund, Balance of Payments Stat1st1cs, 

vanous 1ssues The bilateral exchange rate between the nyal and 

the SDR was obtamed from th1s source 

4 Saud1 Arab1an Monetary Agency (SAMA), Annual Report, vanous 

1ssues The bilateral exports and 1mports were taken from th1s 

source 

Empmcal Results 

In th1s sect1on, the empmcal results of the models presented m the 

prev1ous sect1on w11l be reported and discussed In particular, I estimated 

equat1ons (5) and (1 0) for the aggregate model and equat1ons (17) and (19) 

for the d1saggregate model Those equat1ons were estimated usmg the 

method of ordmary least squares (OLS) 

Aggregate Model 

Aggregate Import Demand Funct1on Tables 4 1 and 4 2 contam the 

regress1on results of the aggregate 1mports demand funct1ons usmg different 

effect1ve exchange rate mdexes They show the OLS estimated coeff1c1ents 

and their t-rat1ons (m parantheses), the adJusted coeff1c1ents of determmat1on 

-2 
R and the Durbm-Watson stat1st1cs (OW) for the different estimated equations 

For convemence, the symbols EERim, EERix, EERit and EERisdr m Tables 

4 1 and 4 2 refer to the effective exchange rate we1ghted by Imports, exports, 

total trade and the SDR we1ghts, respectively Moreover, LRP me• LRGDP and 



Exchange Rate 
Index 

EERim 

EERix 

EERit 

EERisdr 

TABLE 4 1 

ESTIMATES OF SAUDI ARABIAN AGGREGATE IMPORT EQUATIONS 
(ARITHMETIC MEANS) 

Intercept LRPMC LRGDP LE1 

-8 907* -1 860** 3 235** 0 603 
(-2 70) (-4 40) (1 0 43} (1 64) 

-8 679* -1 442** 3 068** 0 337 
(-2 57) (-3 24) (11 00) (1 49) 

-9 015* -1 493** 3 153** 0 359 
(-2 29) (-3 29) (1001) (1 23) 

-7 774* -1 636** 3 006** 0 418 
(-1 77) (-3 61) (1 0 11) (0 69) 

-2 
R ow 

0 92 1 34 

0 92 1 15 

0 91 1 24 

0 91 1 27 

Note t-ratros are m parentheses EERim, EERix, EERit and EERisdr are the effective exchange rate we1ghted by 
1mports, exports, total trade and the SDR we1ghts, respectively 

* Srgmf1cant at the 0 05 level 
** Srgnrf1cant at the 0 01 level 

OJ 
01 
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Index 

EERim 

EERix 

EERit 

EERisdr 

TABLE 4 2 

ESTIMATES OF SAUDI ARABIAN AGGREGATE IMPORT EQUATIONS 
(GEOMETRIC MEANS) 

Intercept LRPMC LRGDP LEI 

-5 586* -2 030** 2 844** 0 539* 
(-2 27) (-4 63} (1 0 60) (1 87) 

-6 682* -1 490** 2 920** 0 136 
(-2 42) (-3 37) (1 0 50) (1 38) 

-6 977* -1 545** 3 000** 0 160 
(-2 20) (-3 35) (1 0 38) (0 95) 

-6 491 * -1 674** 2 776** 0 462 
(-2 07) (-3 74) (6 95) (0 73) 

Note See note to Table 4 1 

-2 
R 

0 93 

0 92 

0 91 

0 91 

DW 

1 10 

1 04 

1 56 

1 14 

CXl 
m 
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LE1 refer to the log of 1the relative pnce of 1mports, the log of Saudi real GOP 

and the log of the EERI (1 = m, x, t and sdr), respectively The Ourbm-Watson 

(OW) w111 be used to test for the presence of senal correlation The EERI (E1) 

reqUired to est1mate th1s equat1on was calculated accordmg to the anthmet1c 

means for Table 4 1 and the geometnc means for Table 4 2 

S1nce one of my objectives m th1s study 1s to assess the relat1ve 1mpact of 

different types of exchange rate reg1mes on the Saudi 1mports demand and the 

demand for Saudi exports, the coeff1c1ent of E1 1s of particular mterest 

In Tables 4 1 and 4 2, e1ght different estimated equat1ons of Saud1 

aggregate Imports demand functions are presented Companng the different 

equat1ons of those two tables, some observations can be drawn All the 

estimated coeff1c1ents for the mdependent vanables have the1r expected s1gn 

and are, m general, s1gmf1cantly different from zero at the 5 percent 

s1gmf1cance level m all the e1ght equat1ons 

In the f1rst equat1on m Table 4 2, wh1ch was estimated w1th EERlm 

(effective exchange rate mdex calculated usmg geometnc means formula and 

we1ghted by 1mport shares), all the explanatory vanables have their a pnon 

s1gns and are s1gn1f1cantly different from zero at the 5 percent s1gmf1cance 

level Consequently, that equat1on 1s selected to represent the Saudi 

aggregate 1mports demand funct1on for the penod covered m th1s study (1973-

1986) 

In some equat1ons there was evidence of f1rst-order autocorrelation m the 

error term Vt of equat1on (1 0), as md1cated by the value of the OW stat1st1cs To 
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correct for th1s problem, the correspondmg equations were re-estimated 

assum1ng that the error terms follow a f1rst-order autoregressive process 

where p1 1s the coeff1c1ent of autocorrelation, 1 p1 1 <1, and et1 1s an error 

term wh1ch 1s Independently normally d1stnbuted 

Tables 4 3 and 4 4 presents the est1mated equations corrected for 

autocorrelation However, rn only two of the e1ght equat1ons the f1rst order 

autocorrelation appeared s1gn1f1cantly different from zero Thus the equation 

ment1oned prev1ously 1s the one to be considered here to represent the 1mport 

demand s1de The relat1ve pnce elast1c1ty term has the expected negat1ve s1gn 

(-2 03) and 1s Significantly different from zero at the one percent s1gn1f1cance 

level Th1s means that an rncrease rn relat1ve pnces by one percent will 

generate a decrease m 1mports by 2 03 percent It 1s, therefore, concluded that 

relat1ve pnces have a s1gmf1cant effect on the aggregate 1mport demand of 

Saudi Arab1a 

Real GDP elast1c1ty also has the expected pos1t1ve s1gn (2 84) and IS 

s1gn1f1cantly different from zero at the one percent s1gn1f1cance level Th1s 

1mphes that an rncrease m real GDP by one percent w1ll cause an rncrease m 

1mports by 2 84 percent As far as the exchange rate vanable rn concerned, 1ts 

elast1c1ty also has the expected pos1t1ve s1gn (0 54) and 1s s1gn1f1cantly different 

from zero at the 5 percent s1gn1f1cance level Th1s suggests that an 

apprec1at1on of the nyal by one percent w1ll generate an rncrease rn 1mports of 

0 54 percent 
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Index 

EERim 

EERix 

EERit 

EERisdr 

TABLE 4.3 

ESTIMATES OF SAUDI ARABIAN AGGREGATE IMPORT EQUATIONS 
CORRECTED FOR AUTOCORRELATION 

(ARITHMETIC MEANS) 

Intercept LRPMC LRGDP LEi p 

-10.612* -2.308** 3.668** 0.855* 0.138 
(-2.57) (-2.97) (7.88) (2.24) (0.29) 

-9.195 -1.694 3.240** 0.461 0.347 
(-1.55) (-1. 71) (5. 79) (1.65) (0.58) 

-10.250 -1.770 3.448** 0.511 0.234 
(-1.66) (-1.70) (6.40) (1.51) (0.37) 

-7.632 -1.918* 3.070** 0.570 0.276 
(-1.03) (-2.02) (5.63) (0. 74) (0.44) 

Note: See note to Table 4.1. 

-2 
R 

.91 

.90 

.89 

.87 

ow 

1.53 

1.34 

1.46 

1.31 

()) 
CD 
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EERim 

EERix 

EERit 

EERisdr 

TABLE 4.4 

ESTIMATES OF SAUDI ARABIAN AGGREGATE IMPORT EQUATIONS 
CORRECTED FOR AUTOCORRELATION 

(GEOMETRIC MEANS) 

Intercept LRPMC LRGDP LEi p 

-5.340 -2.527** 3.023** 0.732* 0.339 
(-1.51) (-3.57) (6.23) (2.17) (0.74) 

2.155 -1.388* 1.385 0.102 0.842** 
(0.27) (-2.18) (1.24) (0.64) (5.07) 

-6.773 -1.817 3.084** 0.256 0.381 
(-0.98) (-1 .58) (4.89) (1.04) (0.54) 

4.082 -1.424* 0.894 0.364 0.838** 
(0.51) (-2.14) (1 ,05) (0.32) (5.43) 

Note: See note to Table 4.1. 

-2 
R 

.92 

.91 

.88 

.91 

DW 

1.21 

0.71 

1.26 

0.56 

(0 

0 
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From the previous discussion, it is obvious that the real GOP has the 

greatest impact on imports demand relative to the other independent variables 

included in this equation. The same conclusion was reached by Hafiz (1981} 

using the non-oil GOP instead of the whole GOP. 

There are some noticeable differences in the magnitude of the response 

of the Saudi aggregate imports to changes in the value of the riyal. In Tables 

4.1 and 4.2, the response, measured by the estimated exchange rate elasticity, 

varies from 0.136 for the geometric EERix to 0.603 to the arithmetic EERim. 

Clearly, the estimated response of Saudi aggregate imports to changes in the 

value of the riyal is sensitive to both the type of formula (arithmetic or 

geometric means) and the type of weight (imports, exports, total trade or SDR 

weights} used for computing the EERI. 

The high income elasticity should be considered very carefully. This is 

because it might have an adverse impact on the trade balance. If, for example, 

a country and its trade partners are growing at the same rate (and assuming 

prices to be constant), and this country has a higher income elasticity than its 

partners, then this country will experience a more rapid growth in imports 

relative to its exports. Consequently, this will result in a trade deficit in this 

country?. 

Aggregate Export Demand Function. Tables 4.5 and 4.6 show the 

regression results of the world demand for Saudi exports using the different 

effective exchange rates mentioned earlier. For convenience, the symbols 

LRPx, LRYw(-1) and LE1 refer to the log of exports relative prices, the log of the 

real foreign income lagged one year and the log of the EERI, respectively. 

7 Gafar (1981), P. 159. 
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TABLE 4 5 

ESTIMATES OF SAUDI ARABIAN AGGREGATE EXPORT EQUATIONS 
(ARITHMETIC MEANS) 

Intercept LRPx LRYw(-1) LEI 

-18 427** -1 115* 2 968** -0 368 
(-7 54) (-2 59) (11 24) (-1 47) 

-17 552** -1 288* 2 842** -0 096 
(-5 42) (-1 89) (6 76) (-0 37) 

-18 137** -1 428* 2 934** -0 040 
(-6 59) (-2 50) {9 25) (-0 17) 

-17718** -1 420** 2 927** -0 124 
(-5 34) (-2 91) (9 43) (-0 26) 

Note See note to Table 4 1 

-2 
R DW 

0 91 1 27 

0 89 1 21 

0 89 1 25 

0 89 1 33 
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TABLE 4 6 

ESTIMATES OF SAUDI ARABIAN AGGREGATE EXPORT EQUATIONS 
(GEOMETRIC MEANS} 

Intercept LRPx LRYW(-1) LE1 

-13 679** -0 937** 2 501 ** -0 523** 
(-6 21} (-3 14) (1 0 77} (-3 47) 

-13 291 ** -0 599 2 181 ** -0 199 
(-2 83} (-0 74) (3 20} (-1 24) 

-16 928** -1 183* 2 746** -0 116 
(-5 15) (-1 95) (6 45) (-0 66) 

-11 238* -1 232** 2 452** -0 632 
(-1 81} (-2 97) (5 00) (-1 23) 

Note See note to Table 4 1 

-2 
R ow 

0 95 2 26 

0 91 1 16 

0 90 1 17 

0 91 1 79 
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In Tables 4.5 and 4.6, eight differnent estimated equations of the world 

demand for Saudi exports are presetned. Comparing the different equation, 

some observations can be mentioned. All the estimated coefficients for the 

independent variables have the expected signs and are, in general, 

significantly different from zero at the 5 percent significance level in all the 

eight equations. 

In the first equation of Table 4.6, which was estimated with EERim 

(effective rate index calculated using geometric means formula and weighted 

by import shares), all the explanatory variables having their a priori expected 

sign and are significantly different from zero at the. 5 percent significance level. 

This equation also has a high DW indicating the absence of autocorrelation. 

Consequently, that equation. is selected to represent the world demand for 

Saudi exports function for the period covered in this study (1973-1986). 

In some equations there was evidence of first-order autocorrelation in the 

error term Ut of equation (5). Tables 4. 7 and 4.8 presents the estimated 

equations corrected for autocorrelation. However, the new estimated 

equations do not appear to enhance the results of the world demand for Saudi 

exports and are, therefore, not considered further. 

The relative price elasticity in the chosen equation has the expected 

negative sign (-0.94) and is significantly different from zero at the one percent 

significance level. This implies that an increase in the relative prices by one 

percent will cause a deterioration in the world demand for Saudi exports by 

0.94 percent. 
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TABLE 4.7 

ESTIMATES OF SAUDI ARABIAN AGGREGATE EXPORT EQUATIONS 
CORRECTED FOR AUTOCORRELATION 

(ARITHMETIC MEANS) 

Intercept LRPx LRYw(-1} LEi p 

-15.965** -0.461 2.678** -0.915 0.462 
(-4.29) (-0 70) (6.70) (-1.74) (0.14) 

-15.398** -1.007 2.568** -0.221 0.477 
(-3.06) (-1.37) (4.39) (-0.70) (1.25) 

-16.622** -1.173 2.734** -0.170 0.464 
(-3.48) (-1.76) (5.23) (-0.50) (1.18) 

-18.326** -1.573* 2.91 0** 0.195 0.417 
(-3.54) (-2.66) (5.72) (0.21) (0.75) 

Note: See note to Table 4.1. 

-2 
R 

.92 

.89 

.89 

.89 

ow 

2.16 

1.72 

1.74 

1.73 
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TABLE 4.8 

ESTIMATES OF SAUDI ARABIAN AGGREGATE EXPORT EQUATIONS 
CORRECTED FOR AUTOCORRELATION 

(GEOMETRIC MEANS) 

Intercept LRPx LRYW(-1) LE; p 

-11.316** -0.647* 2.224** -0. 705** -0.266 
(-5.85) (-2.30) (10.74) (-5.29) (-1.00) 

-12.191* -0.572 2.073* -0.218 0.434 
(-2.17) (0.67) (2.72) (-1.16) (1.09) 

-14.862** -0.978 2.490** -0.189 0.482 
(-3.04) (-1.49) (4.35) (-0.86) (1.20) 

-12.441 -1.297** 2.557** -0.544 0.120 
(-1.61) (-2.76) (4.23) (-0.83) (0.30) 

Note: See note to Table 4.1. 

-2 
R 

.97 

.91 

.90 

.89 

DW 

2.18 

1.64 

1.68 

1.90 

lO 
0> 
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The world real GOP's elasticity also have the expected positive sign 

(2.50) and is significantly different from zero at the one percent significance 

level. This suggest that an increase in the lagged world real GOP by one 

percent will create an increase in exports by 2.50 percent. 

Finally, the exchange rate elasticity also has the expected negative sign 

(-0.52) and is significantly different from zero at the 5 percent significance 

level. This means that a depreciation of the riyal by one percent will improve 

exports by 0.52 percent. This shows the relative importance of changes in the 

exchange rate of the riyal in determining the world's demand for Saudi 

exports. 

Once again, the world real GOP is the dominant factor explaining export 

demand. This finding is, also, in agreement with that of Hafiz (1981 ). 

In summary, and comparing the results provided in by import and export 

equations the Saudi income elasticity for imports is larger than the income 

elasticity of demand for its exports, P2 > a2. This suggests that, other things 

equal, if the world real income and Saudi income increased at a uniform rate, 

the Saudi riyal would tend to depreciate. Furthermore, the results reported in 

these two equations indicate that changes in the riyal's value affect the Saudi 

trade balance. For the Saudi economy, the exchange rate has a more 

powerful effect on its imports demand than on the demand for its exports; P3 > 

a3. This might be because exports denoiminated in U.S. dollars and, 

therefore, currency changes not expected to be significant. Finally, by looking 

to the values of price elasticities of imports and exports, the Marshaii-Lerner 

condition for a successful devaluation is satisfied. 
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To determine the relative accuracy of the results and estimates of this 

study, they are compared with estimates from other studies. Tables 4.9 and 

4.1 0 were constructed to summarize some of the previous studies conducted 

in the field. Table 4.9 provides a comparison of estimated elasticities of 

aggregate exports. This Table demonstrates how the estimates of this study 

are similar to those included. Furthermore, Table 4.10 shows a comparison of 

estimated elasticities of aggregate imports. Comparing the results of this study 

with those included in the two tables, it is concluded that the results of this 

study fall within the range of the results reported previously. 

Disaggregate Model 

In this part, I estimate the Saudi bilateral trade (imports and exports) with 

five major trade partners. The empirical results will be discussed in the 

following sub-sections. 

Disaggregate Import Demand Functions. Equation (19) was estimated for 

Saudi import demand from the United States, Japan, West Germany, France 

and the United Kingdom. Tables 4.11-4.15 present the regression results for 

these estimated equations. They show the OLS estimated coefficients and 

their 5-ratios (in parantheses), the adjusted coefficients of determination R2 

and the Durbin-Watson statistics (DW) for the different equations. 

For convenience, the symbols LRGDP, LRGNPi, LPMW, LPXWi and LAi 

in Tables 4.11 - 4.15 refer to the log of Saudi real GDP, the log of real GNP of 

country i, the log of Saudi import unit value index, the log of country i's export 

unit value index and the log of the bilateral exchange rate between the riyal 

and the i currency, respectively. 

In some cases, there was evidence of first-order autocorrelation in the 

error terms 11 it of equation (19). The only clear evidence of significant 
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TABLE 4.9 

A COMPARISON OF THE ESTIMATED ELASTICITIES 
OF AGGREGATE EXPORTS 

Elasticities 

Study Relative Price Income Exchange Rate 

Hafiz (1981) 0.88 3.50 
Saudi Arabia 

Bahmani-Oskooee (1984) 0.27 to -0.35 2.27 to -0.57 0.98 to -2.01 
3 Deviloping countries 

Bahmani-Oskooee (1986) 0.11 to -0.65 0.42 to -0.36 0.62 to -1.04 
7 Deviloping countries 

Almasbahi (1990) -0.94 2.50 -0.52 
Saudi Arabia 
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TABLE 4.10 

A COMPARISON OF THE ESTIMATED ELASTICITIES 
OF AGGREGATE IMPORTS 

Elasticities 

Study Relative Price Income Exchange Rate 

Khan (1974) -0.63 to -2.73 0.30 to 2.00 
15 Developing countries 

Hafiz (1981) -1.56 3.35 
Saudi Arabia 

Bahmani-Oskooee (1984) 0.36 to -0.65 0.41 to 1.71 0.18 5o -0.54 
3 Deviloping countries 

Bahmani-Oskooee (1986) 0.09 to -0.67 1.68 to -0.46 0.55 to -0.34 
7 Deviloping countries 

Almasbahi (1990) -2.03 2.84 0.54 
Saudi Arabia 



TABLE 4.11 

ESTIMATES OF SAUDI ARABIAN BILATERAL TRADE 

Intercept 

-30. 787** 
(-3.01) 

IMPORTS 

-2 
R =.93 

Intercept 

11.200 
(0.59) 

EXPORTS 

-2 
R = .82 

Note: t-ratios are in parentheses. 
* Significant at the 0.05 level. 
** Significant at the 0.01 level. 

WITH THE UNITED STATES 

LRGDP LRGNPs LPMW 

4.726** 0.070** -7.869** 
(3.90) (2.96) (-4.16) 

DW = 2.20 

LRGDP LRGNPs LPXW 

4.558* -0.005 -1.567* 
(2.21) (-0.16) (-2.00) 

DW = 1.68 

LPXWs LAs 

2.693** 32.178** 
(2.93) (4.33) 

LPMWs LAs 

-0.477 20.917* 
(-0.18) (2.85) 

...... 
0 _.. 



Intercept 

44.21 0** 
(5.84) 

EXPORTS 

-2 
R =.93 

Note: See note to Table 4.11. 

TABLE 4.12 

ESTIMATES OF SAUDI ARABIAN BILATERAL TRADE 
WITH JAPAN 

LRGDP LRGNPj 

1.029* -4.010** 
(2.67) (-9.22) 

DW=2.36 

LPMW 

2.568 
(1.39) 

LPXW 

-0.029 
(-0.15) 

LPXWj 

-5.194 
(-1.71) 

LPMWj 

0.134 
(0.27) 

LA· J 

10. 764* 
(2.55) 

LA-J 

-4.395** 
(-4. 78) 

_... 
0 

"' 



Note: See note to Table 4.11. 

TABLE 4.13 

ESTIMATES OF SAUDI ARABIAN BILATERAL TRADE 
WITH WEST GERMANY 



Note: See note to Table 4.11. 
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autocorrelation appears in the equations for the Saudi imports demand from 

West Germany and the United Kingdom. Tables 4.16 - 4.20 show the results 

for the equations corrected for first order autocorrelation. However, as shown 

in Tables 4.18 and 4.20, correcting for autocorrelation yields better results in 

the import demand from West Germany and the United Kingdom. 

The exchange rate term, LAi, for import side has its expected positive sign 

for all the equations except the one for the United Kingdom.. However, it is 

significant at the 5 percent significance level for the equations of the United 

States in Table 4.11, Japan in Table 4.12 and West Germany in Table 4.18 

and at the 10 percent significance level for the United Kingdomin Table 4.20. 

It is insignificant for France in Table 4.14. 

The Saudi real GOP term has its expected positive sign in all the five 

equations. At the same time, it is only significant at the 5 percent significance 

level for the equations of the United States and Japan. This term turns out to 

be insignificant for the other three countries. 

As for the exporting country's GNP term, it significant at the 5 percent 

significance level and with a positive sign for the United States and Japan and 

with a negative sign for the United Kingdomand West Germany. However, it 

does not exhibit any significant impact on the equation for France. The relative 

prices, LPMW and LPXWi, are significant in all cases expcet the one for 

France. 

Disaggregate Export Demand Functions. Equation (17) was estimated 

for the Saudi exports to the United States, Japan, West Germany, France and 

the United Kingdom. The lower half of Tables 4.11 - 4.15 present the 

regression results for these estimated equations. 



Intercept 

-31.509* 
(-2.43) 

IMPORTS 

-2 
R = .89 

Intercept 

16.423 
(0.79) 

EXPORTS 

-2 
R = .81 

Note: See note to Table 4.11. 

TABLE 4.16 

ESTIMATES OF SAUDI ARABIAN BILATERAL 
TRADE WITH THE UNITED STATES 

(CORRECTED FOR AUTOCORRELATION) 

LRGDP LRGNPs LPMW 

4.695* 0.072* -7.814** 
(2.41) (2.69) (-3.47) 

DW = 1.51 

LRGDP LRGNPs LPXW 

LPXWs 

2.693* 
(2.29) 

LPMWs 

4.515 -0.014 -1.915* 0.111 
(1.84) (-0.41) (-2.1 0) (0.04) 

DW = 1.96 

LAs 

33.144** 
(4.05) 

LAs 

19.164* 
(2.42) 

p 

-0.167 
(-0.29) 

p 

-0.005 
(-0.01) 

_.. 
0 ......, 



IMPORTS 

EXPORTS 

Intercept 

-125.839* 
(-2.19) 

-2 
R =.82 

Intercept 

54.580** 
(8.76) 

-2 
R = .95 

Note· See note to Table 4.11. 

TABLE 4.17 

ESTIMATES OF SAUDI ARABIAN BILATERAL 
TRADE WITH JAPAN 

(CORRECTED FOR AUTOCORRELATION) 

LRGDP 

5.143* 
(2.15) 

LRGDP 

LRGNPj 

6.885 
(1.64) 

DW=2.24 

LRGNPj 

LPMW 

2.883 
(1.25) 

LPXW 

LPXWj 

-8.637 
(-1.32) 

LPMWj 

0.574 -4.512** 0.298 -0.152 
(1. 79) (-13. 77) (1.57) (-0.41) 

DW=2.35 

15.172 
(1. 73) 

LA· J 

-5.278** 
(-7.53) 

p 

-0.170 
(-0.37) 

p 

-0.551 * 
(-2.39) 

........ 
0 
o:> 



IMPORTS 

Intercept 

137.777** 
(3.25) 

-2 
R =.97 

TABLE 4.18 

ESTIMATES OF SAUDI ARABIAN BILATERAL 
TRADE WITH WEST GERMANY 

(CORRECTED FOR AUTOCORRELATION) 

LRGDP 

-0.268 
(-0.34) 

LRGNP9 

-11.680* 
(-2.79) 

DW=2.32 

LPMW 

3.199 
(1.69) 

LPXWg 

-13.246** 
(-3.98) 

LAg 

-9.671 * 
(-2.39) 

p 

0.895** 
(32.71) 



Note 

IMPORTS 

EXPORTS 

Intercept 

-152 433 
(-1 37) 

Intercept 

21 719* 
(2 16) 

R2 = 96 

See note to Table 4 11 

TABLE 419 

ESTIMATES OF SAUDI ARABIAN BILATERAL 
TRADE WITH FRANCE 

(CORRECTED FOR AUTOCORRELATION) 

LRGDP 

1 718 
(0 26) 

LRGDP 

4 256** 
(5 53) 

LRGNPt 

18 769 
(1 06) 

DW = 1 11 

LRGNPt 

-4 462* 
(-2 57) 

DW= 2 07 

LPMW 

4 568 
(0 59) 

LPXW 

0 284 
(1 31) 

LPXWt 

-6 932 
(-0 78) 

LPMWt 

-3 043** 
(-3 06) 

LAt 

23 748 
(1 03) 

LAt 

-4 432* 
(-2 01) 

p 

-0 337 
(-0 63) 

p 

-0 474 
(-1 71) 

........ 

........ 
0 



TABLE 4 20 

ESTIMATES OF SAUDI ARABIAN BILATERAL 
TRADE WITH THE UNITED KINGDOM 

(CORRECTED FOR AUTOCORRELATION) 

Intercept LRGDP LRGNPk LPMW LPXWk LAk p 

11 978 0 665 -4 418* 13 982** -8 224** 5 912 -0 345* 
(0 88) (0 45) (-1 86) (4 74) (-3 60) (1 61) (-2 82) 

IMPORTS 

R2 = 93 DW=247 
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For convemence, the symbols LRGDP, LRGNP1 and LA1 have been 

defmed previously, LPXW and LPMW1 refer to the log of Saudi export umt 

value mdex and the log of country 1's Import umt value Index, respectively 

The only evidence of s1gntf1cant autocorrelation appears m the equat1ons 

for the demand of France and the Umted Kmgdom for Saud1 exports Tables 

4 16 - 4 20 provide the results for the corrected equations As shown m Tables 

4 19 and 4 20, the est1mated equations for France and the Umted Kmgdom 

provide better estimates Thus, the new results for these two countnes w11l be 

considered for the simulation part 

The exchange rate term, LAI' for export s1de 1s s1gn1f1cant at the 5 percent 

level for all countnes It also has the expected negative s1gn for all countnes 

except the Umted States Although the 1mportmg country's GNP term 1s 

s1gntf1cant for four countnes (w1th the exception of the Un1ted States), none of 

their estimated coeff1c1ents has the expected pos1t1ve s1gn 

The Saud1 real GOP term 1s s1gmf1cant at the 5 percent s1gntf1cance level 

for three countnes (the Umted States, Japan and France) and has a pos1t1ve 

s1gn For the other two countnes (West Germany and the Untted Kmgdom) 1t 1s 

ms1gmf1cant and also has a pos1t1ve s1gn 

In summary, there IS a strong support for the hypotheses that exchange 

rate affects the value of bilateral trade (1mports and exports) In other words, 

the results reported m Tables 4 11 - 4 20 md1cate that changes m the bilateral 

nyal's value affect the Saudi trade balance w1th those five maJor trade 

partners However, and as 1t IS the case for the aggregate model, the bilateral 
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exchange rate shows a greater impact on Saudi import demand than on the 

demand for its exports. 

Paolino the Data 

Since, it is common to pool data from all countries, a test was conducted 

for pooling the data and estimating the model with simultaneous equation 

techniques.s The reason is that pooling may yield better estimates by 

increasing the number of observations used in estimation. The null hypothesis 

to be tested is that coefficients across equations are equal (i.e. one equation 

can serve as a representative for the all five-country case both for imports and 

exports). 

This was done both for import and export sides using an F-test. The F

ratio is: 

F = (SSEr- SSEu)/K(P-1) 
SSEu/P(T-K) 

where SSEu = sum of squared error of the unrestricted model. 

SSEi = SSE for the separate equations without pooling 

and i = 1, ... , 5. 

SSEr = sum of squared error of the restricted model. 

For the import side, the calculated value of the F-ratio statictic is 8.4078 

and the tabulated value of F-statistic is 1.87. Thus, we reject the null 

8 Thursby and Thursby (1987), P. 491. 
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hypothesis that all coefficients across the five equations are the same. This 

means that pooling is not good. 

For the export side, the calculated value of the F-ratio statistic is 13.9012 

and the tabulated value of F-statistic is again 1.87. Consequently, we reject 

the null hypothesis of equality among coefficients across equations. 

In both cases, the F-statistics are greater than the 5 percent significance 

level. The hypothesis of equality of coefficients across equation can be 

rejected. The estimation of separate equations for each country's imports and 

exports is appropriate. 

Simulation of the Model 

Equations of Saudi exports and imports at both aggregate and 

disaggregate levels were estimated and the impact of actual currency peg on 

the trade balance stability in the previous section. Next we conduct 

simulations to investigate the optimal currency peg for the Saudi riyal. 

Based on Saudi official publications (mainly, SAMA's annual reports) and 

the publications of the IMF (especially, the Exchange Arrangements and 

Exchange Restrictions, annual report), it is clear that Saudi Arabia, adopted 

either the American dollar or the SDR peg during the period 1973-1986. The 

relevant question is the appropriateness of these arrangements. For example, 

would it be more appropriate for the currency to have been pegged to the yen 

mark, franc or pound instead? Would it have been more stable to use the 

dollar instead of the SDR peg and vice versa? 

The value of the exchange rate that I have chosen to peg to is an average 

for the period. By recalculating the values of the effective exchange rate index 
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(EERI), the impact of changing the currency peg on the export and import 

equations and, consequently, on the Saudi trade balance may be considered. 

Thus, some policy implications and recommendations will be drawn. 

The simulation approach conducted in this study is as follows. The 

estimated coefficients of the parameters and the actual values for the 

independent variables of the different equations are used to simulate paths for 

the dependent variables over the 1973-1986 period. These paths will be a 

result of employing different types of currency pegs. Comparing the actual 

dependent variables's value over that period with each of the simulated paths 

yields some error statistics. Based on these error statistics, the most 

appropriate currency peg for the riyal will be chosen. In addition, the variance 

of the predicted dependent variables using different currency pegs is used as 

another criterion. 

Simulation Results 

Aggregate Model. Table 4.21 presents the mean error (ME), the mean 

absolute error (MAE) and the root mean-squared error (RMSE) from predicted 

Saudi aggregate imports demand using different currency pegs. In that table, 

the SDR-peg has the lowest RMSE and the third lowest ME and MAE values. 

The U.S. dollar and yen pegs performed nearly as well. As for the other three 

currency pegs (OM, U.K. pound and FF), Table 4.21 shows clearly that on 

average, they underpredict the Saudi aggregate imports. Moreover, this table 

demonstrates that the French franc peg has the worst prediction performance. 

Based on Figure 7, which plots the errors (actual minus predicted) in 

predicting Saudi aggregate imports, the SDR, U.S. dollar and yen pegs 

perform substantially better than the others in terms of predicting the Saudi 



Type of Peg 

SDR 

U.S. dollar 

Yen 

DM 

U.K. Pound 

FF 

TABLE 4.21 

ERROR STATISTICS FOR PROJECTED AGGREGATE IMPORTS 
USING ALTERNATIVE EXCHANGE RATE REGIMES 

Mean Error Mean Absolute Error Root Mean Squared Error 

0.033 0.155 0.183 

-0.027 0.156 0.185 

0.009 0.133 0.198 

0.114 0.168 0.210 

0.100 0.184 0.213 

0.119 0.208 0.241 

...... 

...... 
0'> 
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aggregate imports demand. This figure, also, present how the French fran peg 

underpredicts the Saudi aggregate imports real value by a substantial amount. 

Comparing the numbers in Table 4.21 and Figure 7 for the different 

currency pegs, and based on RMSE, it is concluded that the SDR peg will 

provide the best prediction for the Saudi aggregate imports demand. This 

conclusion is supported by the results presented in Table 4.22 which shows 

the variances of projected Saudi imports (Var M) using the alternative 

exchange rate regimes. This table suggests that had the SDR peg been used, 

the Saudi aggregate imports demand would have yielded the lowest variance 

(0.036) followed by the U.S. dollar and yen pegs (0.037 and 0.042, 

respectively). In contrast, the French franc displays the largest variance 

among all the six types of currency pegs (0.085). 

Table 4.23 reports the error statistics for projected aggregate exports 

using alternative exchange rate regimes. This table, also, shows that the SDR 

peg has the lowest MAE and RMSE and the second-lowest ME values. The 

U.S. dollar and yen pegs performed adequately. However, for the other three 

currency pegs (OM, U.K. pound and FF), Table 4.23 shows, on average, they 

overpredicted the Saudi aggregate exports real value. Once again, this table 

shows that the French franc peg has the worst prediction performance among 

all the six currency peg used in this study. 

Some interesting results can be obtained by looking at Figure 8 which 

plots the errors in projected Saudi aggregate exports using different currency 

pegs. While they are more disparate than those of the imports side, the 

various exports prediction errors in Figure 7 tell a similar story where the SDR, 

U.S. dollar and yen pegs, generally, show the best performances. 



Type of Peg 

SDR 

U.S. dollar 

Yen 

OM 

U.K. pound 

FF 

TABLE 4.22 

VARIANCES OF PROJECTED AGGREGATE IMPORTS, EXPORTS AND TRADE 
BALANCE USING ALTERNATIVE EXCHANGE RATE REGIMES 

Var (X) Var (M) Cov (X,M) 

0.0082 0.0360 -0.0098 

0.0094 0.0370 -0.0116 

0.0108 0.0423 -0.0136 

0.0175 0.0475 -0.0170 

0.0267 0.0490 -0.0272 

0.0393 0.0850 -0.0400 

Var (TB) 

0.0638 

0.0696 

0.0803 

0.0990 

0.1301 

0.2043 



Type of Peg 

SDR 

U.S. dollar 

Yen 

OM 

U.K. Pound 

FF 

TABLE 4.23 

ERROR STATISTICS FOR PROJECTED AGGREGATE EXPORTS 
USING ALTERNATIVE EXCHANGE RATE REGIMES 

Mean Error Mean Absolute Error Root Mean Squared Error 

-0.024 0.077 0.008 

0.035 0.081 0.009 

0.005 0.079 0.010 

-0.097 0.101 0.016 

-0.099 0.132 0.025 

-0.115 0.150 0.036 

..... 
N 
0 
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Furthermore, this figure shows, clearly, how the French franc overpredicts the 

Saudi aggregate exports. 

Comparing the numbers in Table 4.23 and Figure 8 for the different 

currency pegs, it is concluded that the SDR peg will provide the best prediction 

for the Saudi aggregate export demand. Table 4.22, which shows the 

variances of projected Saudi exports using alternative exchange rate regimes 

[Var(X)], supports this conclusion. This table, also, suggest that had the SDR 

peg been used, the Saudi aggregate exports demand would have yielded the 

lowest variance (0.0082) followed by the U.S. dollar and yen pegs (0.0094 

and 0.0108, rspectively). The table shows, once again, that the French franc 

has the largest variance among all the six types of currency pegs (0.0393). 

The last column of Table 4.22 shows the variance of the trade balance. 

The result of that column is in agreement with those discussed above for both 

Saudi aggregate imports and exports. This table suggest that had the SDR 

peg been used, the Saudi trade balance would have yielded the lowest 

variance (0.0638) followed by the U.S. dollar and yen pegs (0.0696 and 

0.0803, respectively). Moreover, the French franc performs poorly showing the 

largest variance among the six types of currency pegs (0.2043). 

Disaggregate Model 

Tables 4.24 - 4.28 presents the variances of projected Saudi imports 

from its major trade partners, Var (Mi). using alternative exchange rate 

regimes. Those tables suggest that had the U.S. dollar peg been used, the 

Saudi imports demand from its major trade partners would have yielded the 
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lowest variance followed by the SDR and OM pegs. In contrast, the French 

franc shows the largest variance among all the six currency pegs. 

Tables 4.24 - 4.28 also shows the variances of projected Saudi exports 

to its major trade partners, Var (Xi). using alternative exchange rate regimes. 

Those tables also suggest that had the U.S. dollar peg been used, the Saudi 

exports demanded by each trade partner separately would have yielded the 

lowest variance followed by the SDR and OM pegs. Moreover, the tables 

present that the French franc, as before, has the largest variances among all 

the six currency pet for all the five countries. 

The results of the last columns of Tables 4.24 - 4.28 is in an agreement 

with those discussed above for both Saudi imports from and exports to its 

major trade partners. The last column of Tables 4.24 - 4.28 shows the 

variances of projected Saudi trade balance with its major trade partners, Var 

(TBi), using alternative exchange regimes. Once again, those tables suggest 

that had the U.S. dollar peg been used, the Saudi trade balance with its major 

trade partners would have yielded the lowest variances followed by the SOR 

and OM pegs. As before, the French franc shows the largest variances among 

all the six currency pegs for all the five countries. 



Type of Peg 

U.S. dollar 

SDR 

OM 

Yen 

U.K. Pound 

FF 

TABLE 4.24 

VARIANCES OF PROJECTED SAUDI ARABIAN IMPORTS FROM, EXPORTS 
TO AND TRADE BALANCE WITH THE UNITED STATES USING 

ALTERNATIVE EXCHANGE RATE REGIMES 

Var(Xs) Var(M5) Cov(X5,Ms) 

0.5674 1.2586 0.7739 

3.0396 8.7106 5.0975 

7.0530 17.6564 11.0920 

10.7660 25.8728 16.6184 

18.5789 45.1746 28.9016 

30.4824 74.2779 47.5167 

Var(TB5 ) 

0.2783 

1.5552 

2.5254 

3.4019 

5.9502 

9.7270 



Type of Peg 

U.S. dollar 

SDR 

OM 

Yen 

U.K. Pound 

FF 

TABLE 4.25 

VARIANCES OF PROJECTED SAUDI ARABIAN IMPORTS FROM, 
EXPORTS TO AND TRADE BALANCE WITH JAPAN USING 

ALTERNATIVE EXCHANGE RATE REGIMES 

Var(Xi) Var(Mj) Cov(Xi,Mi) 

0.0204 0.2212 -0.0540 

0.1535 1.0596 -0.3881 

0.3454 2.1459 -0.8449 

0.4816 2.9243 -1.1706 

0.8356 5.3552 -2.1003 

1.4042 8.5743 -3.4539 

Var(TBi) 

0.3495 

1.9893 

4.1809 

5.7471 

10.3915 

16.8863 



Type of Peg 

U.S. dollar 

SDR 

OM 

Yen 

U.K. Pound 

FF 

TABLE 4.26 

VARIANCES OF PROJECTED SAUDI ARABIAN IMPORTS FROM, EXPORTS 
TO AND TRADE BALANCE WITH WEST GERMANY USING 

ALTERNATIVE EXCHANGE RATE REGIMES 

Var(Xg) Var(Mg) Cov(Xg,Mg) 

0.3693 0.2053 -0.2136 

2.1222 0.5563 -0.9997 

4.3937 0.8864 -1.8694 

6.3744 1.3203 -2.8022 

11.4711 2.3967 -5.1546 

18.5081 3.3823 -7.8047 

Var(TBg) 

1.0017 

4.6779 

9.0190 

13.2990 

24.1769 

37.4998 

....... 
1\.) 
CJ) 



Type of Peg 

U.S. dollar 

SDR 

OM 

Yen 

U.K. Pound 

FF 

TABLE 4.27 

VARIANCES OF PROJECTED SAUDI ARABIAN IMPORTS FROM, EXPORTS 
TO AND TRADE BALANCE WITH FRANCE USING 

ALTERNATIVE EXCHANGE RATE REGIMES 

Var(Xt) Var(Mt) Cov(Xt,Mt) 

0.0403 1.5480 -0.1556 

0.1575 5.9161 -0.8746 

0.3406 11.4586 -1.8820 

0.4910 16.9999 -2.7991 

0.7817 27.3079 -4.5353 

1.3582 43.3189 -7.5766 

Var(TBt) 

1.8993 

7.8227 

15.5633 

23.0891 

37.1601 

59.8303 



Type of Peg 

U.S. dollar 

SDR 

OM 

Yen 

U.K. Pound 

FF 

TABLE 4.28 

VARIANCES OF PROJECTED SAUDI ARABIAN IMPORTS FROM, EXPORTS 
TO AND TRADE BALANCE WITH THE UNITED KINGDOM USING 

ALTERNATIVE EXCHANGE RATE REGIMES 

Var(Xk) Var(Mk) Cov(Xk,Mk) 

0.1145 0.3824 -0.0667 

0.4817 0.6707 -0.6454 

0.9389 1.1217 -1.4670 

1.3758 1.3670 -2.0269 

2.3800 1.4213 -2.7243 

3.9293 2.4516 -4.9351 

Var(TBk) 

0.6302 

2.4432 

4.9946 

6.7966 

9.2499 

16.2511 

--L 

1\) 
en 



CHAPTERV 

CONCLUSIONS 

Fluctuations in the exchange rate are thought to affect a wide variety of 

economic variables. This study has focused on the issue of the optimum 

exchange rate regime for an oil-exporting country, Saudi Arabia. How 

important is the exchange rate for the oil-exporting countries' development 

prospects? Oil-exporting countries produce a depletable resource (oil). 

Therefore, a policy of diversification of exports which encourages non-oil 

exports has been implemented. This new direction makes the exchange rate 

particularly important for the oil-exporting countries' development prospects. 

This study has focused on the impact of fluctuations in the exchange rate of the 

riyal on both Saudi imports and exports and, therefore, on the trade balance. 

The purpose of this study is two-fold. First, to provide new estimates of 

both aggregate and disaggregate import and export demand equations for 

Saudi Arabia using annual data on the relevant variables for the period 1973-

1986. Second, to investigate and determine empirically the optimum currency 

peg for the Saudi riyal. 

To accomplish this goal, a simple trade model, that includes variables 

found in the literature on import and export demand was used. An exchange 

rate term was added separately to assess the effect of exchange rate on the 

trade flows. 
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Using Saudi exports and imports, the analysis showed that different 

currency pegs yield significant differences in the estimated effect of exchange 

rates on trade flows. Furthermore, the analysis showed that different currency 

pegs exhibit substantial differences in their ability to predict the values of 

exports and imports. 

The present study leads to a number of conclusions. They are 

summarized in the following: 

1. The exchange rate has a significant impact on the trade flows of Saudi 

Arabia. This conclusion can be drawn from the results of Tables 4.2 and 4.6. It 

was shown that a one percent appreciation of the riyal will generate an increase 

in the aggregate imports of 0.54 percent whereas a depreciation of the riyal by 

one percent will improve the aggregate exports by 0.52 percent. Thus, the 

results reported imply that changes in the riyal's value affect the Saudi trade 

balance. Furthermore, the exchange rate has a more powerful effect on 

aggregate imports demand than on the world demand for its export because 

exports are denominated in U.S. dollars, therefore currency changes are not 

expected to be significant. 

2. The relative prices have also shown a significant impact on trade 

flows of Saudi Arabia. An increase in the relative prices of aggregate imports 

by one percent will cause a decline in the aggregate imports by 2.03 percent. 

On the other hand, an increase in the relative prices of aggregate exports by 

one percent will lead to a deterioration in the world demand for Saudi 

aggregate exports by 0.94 percent. This conclusion leads to a very important 

policy implication. By looking to the values of the price elasticities of aggregate 

imports and exports mentioned above, it is clear that the Marshaii-Lerner 
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condition for a successful devaluation would be easily satisfied. This policy 

implication is in agreement with those reached by previous studies such as 

Hafiz (1981) and Tawi (1989). 

3. The real income terms have also indicated a significant impact on the 

Saudi trade flows. An increase in Saudi real GOP by one percent will yield an 

increase in the Saudi aggregate imports by 2.84 percent and an increase in the 

world real income by one percent will yield an increase in the world demand for 

Saudi exports by 2.50 percent. It is clear that the Saudi income elasticity for 

imports is larger than the income elasticity of demand for its exports. This would 

imply that, other things equal, if the world real income increased at a uniform 

rate, the Saudi riyal would tend to depreciate. 

4. It appears from the results of this study that formulations with only 

relative prices, real income and exchange rate as explanatory variables are 

appropriate for explaining a large proportion of the aggregate Saudi imports 

and exports variations. 

5. There is also strong support for the hypothesis that exchange rate 

affects the value of Saudi bilateral trade with five major trade partners. The 

exchange rate term for the exports side appears to be significant for all the five 

cases and has the expected negative sign for all countries except the United 

States. The exchange rate term for the import side has its expected positive 

sign for the five cases. However, it appears to be significant for the cases of the 

United States, Japan and the United Kingdom. Moreover, it turns out to be 

insignificant for the cases of West Germany and France. 

6. On the aggregate level, the SDR peg seems to be the best currency 

peg for the Saudi riyal in terms of minimizing the variance of the trade balance. 
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This is no wonder since Saudi Arabia has an open economy where trade (both 

exports and imports) are so high as a percentage of the GOP. Thus, trade is 

playing a crucial role in the Saudi economic development process. At the same 

time Saudi Arabia does not depend heavily on one trade partner. Since the 

SDR unit composes the currencies of the five major trade partners of Saudi 

Arabia and since the SDR peg yields the best results (the best prediction error 

and the lowest variance), it is concluded that pegging the Saudi riyal to the SDR 

is the optimal currency peg. 

7. On the disaggregate level, the U.S. dollar provides the best 

performance and yields the best results among all the six currency pegs 

considered in this study. The U.S. dollar dominates the rest of the currencies 

including the SDR. This conclusion may be attributed to the fact that the major 

export (oil) is priced in dollars. 

There have been a few studies conducted to investigate the imports and 

exports of developing countries on a disaggregate level. This is because of 

lack of adequate data, especially the data on prices of disaggregated imports 

and exports. Saudi Arabia is no exception in this matter. This study is limited 

by data problems such as those on disaggregated investment abroad by 

countries, bilateral imports and exports prices and the Saudi non-oil export 

prices. The availability of such data may provide better insight and more 

powerful conclusions. 

As the findings of this study are for one set of currencies and for a specific 

historical period, they should not be taken as general policy implications. 

Generalizing these findings should be done with care. 
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For conducting this study, only five major currencies were utilized to 

compute the EERI. This number of currencies may be criticized as too narrow to 

reflect the movements of the riyal accurately. Therefore, since the set of 

currencies included in the EERI and their weighting scheme affect the 

interpretation of the results, it is recommended that future research use a 

greater number of trade partners for calculating the EERI. 

Finally, it should be stressed that this study is not a general equilibrium 

type of study. Hence, the results do not reflect changes in all sectors of the 

economy and the choice of the exchange rate regime depends on the criterion 

used (in this study, minimizing the variance of the trade balance). Of course, a 

policy of minimizing the impact of foreign currency fluctuations on a specific 

variable may not necessarily minimize the impact of those fluctuations on other 

variables. 
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